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ON THE COVER - REV. HENRY CLAY MORRISON
24 December 1884 - 20 June 1961
From http://mornsonparkcampmeetine.blogspot.com/. by permission.
"The great Henry Clay Morrison. Morrison became a famed preacher in a day long before radio and
television. He gained his fame through reputation, hard work, spiritual preaching, writing, and simply
following the direction that God set forth for him. It was through the popular Pentecostal Herald that he
published and edited for 54 years, that his written word went out across the nation and the world.
Morrison was in constant demand preaching in the finest and most elaborate churches, to the most
simple and crude dwellings that could be crafted for an accommodation in the many Holiness camp
grounds scattered across the country. Morrison would at times be invited into the finest of homes or
have the finest hotels or rooms provided for him, only then to move along for the next revival and
perhaps spend two weeks in a cramped tent or primitive cabin, often times with only a dirt floor, and a
nail driven into a stud or support beam for a place to hang his clothes. The only and most important
thing to Morrison was to obey God's directive and preach his word. We are told Morrison's preaching
was simply amazing. Newspapers across the country reported his coming, praised his text and the
glorious results that were accomplished through his efforts in the Lord's work. Morrison's preaching
resulted in great convictions and wonderful testimonies of salvation. It must have been such a blessing
to sit in his presence and hear his delivery of God's message. Many called Morrison a modern day
prophet comparing him to the great ones of old. Some folks, of course, didn't like Morrison. Some
ministers argued with his beliefs, and others spouted out complaints and charges that explicitly rang
forth with human jealousy and contempt, but these never took anything away from the Christian
nation's strong opinion. The greatest helping of praise however that seemed to fall upon the efforts of
Morrison was that of the great William Jennings Bryan.
William Jennings Bryan, hailed as the greatest orator of his era, said that "Henry Clay Morrison was the
greatest pulpit orator on the American Continent." Bryan was a leading American politician from the
1890's until his death in 1925. He was the democratic presidential candidate on three occasions, 1896,
1900, and 1908. Bryan was a two term member of the House of Representatives from Nebraska. He also
served as US Secretary of State under President Woodrow Wilson. A devout Christian, with his deep
demanding voice and wide travels Bryan was one of the best known orators and lecturers of his time.
Because of his special connection with the common people, he earned the title "the Great Commoner."
The actual connector that linked Bryan to Morrison is unknown to me: however it Is probable that
Bryan's and Morrison's link to Glasgow was a factor. James Bryan moved to Glasgow and built a home In
1854. That home still sits on West Washington Street under reconstruction at the present time. It stands
at the corner of Washington and Jefferson Streets. William Jennings Bryan, a member of the same family
was a visitor to the home each time he traveled to Glasgow. Bryan came to Glasgow on October 9,1897
and spoke to several thousand residents from the Court House grounds.
Eleven years later, the August 28, 1908 Glasgow paper, reported how Rev. H.C. Morrison spoke on the
present political conditions, Monday night last at the court house here. The reporter described his
address as a most unanswerable and terrific arraignment of the Republican Party. For over two hours he
held his audience of a thousand people spell-bound under the charm of his eloquence, the force of his
logic and the lighting play of his sarcasm and invective.
Morrison, in support of his friend William Jennings Bryan, spoke out on what he saw as the problems
and the evils of the present day. Morrison was most disturbed at the idea of the election of a president
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{Wiliiam Howard Taft), who did not believe in the divinity of Christ. Morrison wrote in a July 17th
Pentecostal Herald editorial, "Think of the United States with a President who does not believe that
Jesus Christ was the son of God, but looks upon our immaculate savior as a common bastard and a low
cunning Imposter. What must Mr. Taft's feelings be towards our civilization, which is so permeated and
interwoven with the religion of Jesus Christ?" The Glasgow newspaper, referred to the address by
Morrison at the courthouse as being, "the greatest exposition of political truth that ever fell from the
ministerial lips in Glasgow, and was a veritable thunderbolt among the republicans. It was a magnificent
discourse by a magnificent man."
On June 3, 1958, Dr. Edward LR. Elson, Pastor of the National Presbyterian Church In
Washington, D.C. addressed the students of Asbury College on Alumni Day, saying, "here In those days
was the inimitable Henry Clay Morrison, aristocratic In temperament, autocratic in rulership,
compassionate and tender in human dealing ... and the last of the old silver tonged orators that used to
grace the American platform. Do not some of you recall the day when Dr. Morrison spent some thirty
minutes Introducing the Honorable William Jennings Bryan, who then spoke for an hour and a quarter,
and then when it was all over the real debate for the next week was "who was the greatest orator- the
introducer or the speaker?" And those of us who were here knew who the greater orator was." Even
though Bryan was held In great regard within the Presbyterian Church from which Eldon hailed, there
was little doubt Morrison was the greater speaker of the two. In 1924, Christian Century Magazine
named Henry Clay Morrison one of the 25 greatest preachers in America.
Many a hype, legend and myth have propelled some people to a great state of esteem with
much less evidence or substance than we feel is offered here, so we offer for your consideration, that
we are at Barren County Kentucky and Morrison Park, the proud home of America's Greatest Preacher!
The Great Henry Clay Morrison!
UPDATE ON RESTORATION OF MORRISON PARK- by Gary Bewley
December 2013 marks the third anniversary of the reconstruction efforts at the old historic Morrison
Park Holiness Camp Meeting grounds. The campground, established by famed evangelist and former
Barren Countlan, Henry Clay Morrison, had fallen into disrepair and had ceased to function. A large
portion of the six acre park has now been cleared and two original log cabins that graced the grounds
have been restored and stand in good repair. Two other smaller structures on the grounds have also
been renovated. The goal was to save and restore anything of value that was left from this sacred
ground's history. In the past, many congregants had joyfully came to worship here and be a part of the
old time camp meeting style services, where God's Spirit was strong, and his word was powerfully
preached with great results. In its zenith, newspapers accounts noted, thousands attended the annual
event.
Funding for the park and its upkeep has been accomplished by volunteer work, and free-will donations,
along with several fundraising projects. The park has produced two musical CDs In which local musicians
and singers volunteered their time, talent and money to pay the cost of production. They were
professionally done, giving the community an opportunity to hear and appreciate its local talent, while
supporting the park. There have also been several yard sales to raise money, with local residents
donating items to sell. The park has also received many contributions from dedicated people who really
want to see the grand old park restored to Its one time beauty and Its intended purpose.
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Despite the fact that the park is not completely ready, there have been several events and meetings at
the park. The Morrison Park Memorial Library cabin has been the setting for a vi/eddlng and two church
services. The Glasgow Ministerial Association held a meeting there this summer and Bro. Tim Shirley
held the first religious service there in September. It was the first worship service at the park in over 18
years. Additionally, Slloam Baptist Church conducted a Wednesday night church service there only a few
weeks ago. There are upcoming plans for a candlelight service before Christmas. In progress, is the
application for a Kentucky Historical Marker thus recognizing the accomplishments of the park's
founder, Henry Clay Morrison and the site's historical significance.
22
Gary Bewley in front of fireplace at the library.
Once the restroom building is completed, the Morrison Park Camp Association will launch an active fund
raising drive to erect a new tabernacle, similar to the original one which was lost several years ago as a
result of a storm. The tabernacle is essential for the park to survive and meet its original vision. The
Camp Association will be reaching out to everyone in the Barren County for help in this project. In a
1930 deed transaction, Dr. H.C. Morrison and his wife, gave the Morrison Park grounds to the people of
the county. It belongs to this community and with communal efforts the park can be restored and
maintained for everyone to be proud of and to appreciate, use and enjoy.
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Stephen Brown, our October, 2013 speaker
Stephen A. Brown, former Education Specialist for the Abraham Lincoln Birthplace, presented a multi
media presentation on the Underground Railroad in Kentucky, Including information about the
possibility of connections in Barren County. His research to document Underground Railroad activity in
all of Kentucky was made possible by a grant. His program is made available through the Kentucky
Humanities Council.
Mr. Brown provided the following information to our readers.
Abraham Lincoln is forever linked to the Underground Railroad through his issuance of the Emancipation
Proclamation!. His early experiences in Kentucky while at Knob Creek were influential in his decision to
abolish slavery. His father, Thomas Lincoln never owned slaves, but his neighbors, Isom Enlow, William
Brownfield, and Daniel Waide owned slaves.2 At the time of Abraham Lincoln's formative years in
Hardin County, Kentucky, there were 1,007 slaves compared to 1,627 White Males.3 His formative years
in Kentucky, witnessing the cruelty and Inhumanity of slavery, led him to state, "I am naturally anti-
slavery. If slavery is not wrong, nothing is wrong. I cannot remember when I did not so think and feel."4
Abraham Lincoln claimed that he had always been against slavery. Indicating that his early formative
years in Kentucky, and being surrounded by enslaved people had a major influence on his beliefs. His
issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation and the introduction of the 13'*^ Amendment abolishing
slavery will forever link him to the end of slavery, hence the end of the Underground Railroad.
Abraham Lincoln's early experiences in Kentucky while at Knob Creek were influential in his decision to
abolish slavery. He would have witnessed the inequalities and hardships of slavery through proximity to
htlp://www.archives.gov/exhibils/fealured_documenls/emancipation_proclamation/"After January I. 1863, every
advance of federal troops expanded the domain of freedom."
"Tax Roles; Hardin County, Kentucky. 1802 - 1817. Roll 008013. Kentucky Department of Libraries and Archives.
Frankfort. Kentucky
^Hardin County Tax Lists and Census Records: KHS # 73-0151 --73-0158
^Lincoln's letter toAlbert Hodges, editor of the Frankfort Commonwealth, April 4, 1864
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slave owning neighbors. From 1812 to 1816 while living at Knob Creek, he probably witnessed slave
coffles passing up and down the Cumberland Trail. The Cumberland Trail was the main road between
Louisville and Nashville, linking the two cities with Natchez and Mobile. These four cities were major
slave trading centers, and runaway slave advertisements for slaves escaping south of Knob Creek
appeared in the Louisville paper, north of Knob Creek, thus establishing the likelihood of slaves passing
through the area: south to north. In addition to the influence slavery had on Abraham Lincoln's life, it is
important to understand that fighting back enabled the enslaved to regain a measure of self-respect and
dignity, preserving their strength and enabling them to survive. It is also important to understand that
enslaved people were not ignorant or helpless.
The following slave advertisements establish the route and direction of runaway slaves escaping south
of Knob Creek and being hunted north of Knob Creek, thus establishing a pattern of escaping slaves
moving south to north In the area where the Lincolns lived.
The following escaped slave notice appeared in the November 6, 1815 issue of the Louisville
Correspondent. "Peter, age 25, escaped from William Jones In Green County^" (Green countyIs south of
Knob Creek, thus advertising in a Louisville paper makes it highly likely the escape route Peter used took
him north along the only road in the area, also paralleling a river for much of the route, the road leading
directly in front of the Lincoln's cabin at Knob Creek.)
The following escaped slave announcement was published in the Western Courier, also a Louisville
newspaper, on April 1816. B. B. Wlnn lived in Glasgow and was one of 15 major slave traders in
Kentucky. This is the same time period that Abraham Lincoln was living at Knob Creek, Kentucky, roughly
halfway between Glasgow and Louisville, Indicating a south to north route passing directly in front of the




anegro rmn narnM DA V^^'wtf^
ctipposed/ wiU attcinpt to mto
of the Kottbwfstern temforicjij bcU4B.
or 33 age^ about 0 feet 10 inUteft
high, wclHn^ei haa 'a/«car on hls-ttote,
•smaU eye*, and complexion,- rather dark
er than common j Hn ciilh read and irritfy
and has, in all probability written hiinsclf
a pass, as issued from the Cierk t>r fiurry
county. Virginia, purportinfj hit (ccedotQ j
he wtlK 1 rxpect, pass himself as o painter*
havinfT Hvtd with one for scVcril rnonths
previouH to his ciopemcnt, and done tome
of the coarsrst work.' The aboTCrcwafd
win be Riven for dtlivt ring said fellow to
me in this place, or fifty dollars and all
reasonable char^CH paid, ior securing him
in any jail in the United States so that £
f ?n irrt him again.
S?_9-- B D. WINK.
Kentucky African American Heritage Commission Study, escape slave notices in Louisville, KY newspapers, 1801
- 1861, Bogert, Pen
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Andrew Barnett (see escape notice below) was a wealthy Green County plantation owner located south
of Knob Creek who sold slaves as well as produce in New Orleans. He may havae sent slave coffles north
along the Cumberland Trail to Louisville which was one of the largest slave markets during this time.
Slaves escaping from Andrew Barnett would certainly have headed north, toward the Knob Creek Farm









hiui to New Orlt'iiiiii
property of a Spsuiin
tliu?, ^ ,which 19 ^I;
ftfvvl) nhavtHl. I wet
where, linvine my f»'#»
mf, 1 pnrchn«wl hiai n
wilt he paid by the jai
the jail al Lniii-vil^f,
14 h Brpte^hrr lust, n nr;:ro mnn
FriVnk^an away ffoiu^ino. He
lit* [ro^^j^ iehs hbont 147 pnnndf^
'c*r p iihoiit five ff-et (i?e or
iiUivi; hiP liltr^e-
irral" wriiilM^s iii his furchenrl.
il flip, some Yfnm liiice to take
sell hirn, ^rre he became thf
•hf» hrafiihy Tiini on each ch*'ek,
o hf Ffi'if when ^riiil iipltoj#
leaiii hjcain hist Mhv^
iie:^ e?Cvi*rtr hy the tale Krai.k toM
hundred dollar* reward
r&(^i*ryof ftHid necri> iii
•y; jwjrson wh<^
may nppreheiifi and (k*|vjfc«hnn in should pre-
tiblio sale, and tm? looney cc-fer'it, he fhall ho sold 4t
ceived bi*. eqiialiy jdiTit
deliver him nnd ifiy»el
nndfrobably iiime'
at he endcaTored tg do
Tier 3'116'2in3<
hetw^ii the per«on who may
Franic is ahont thirty )o«ri of
o get on hoard a itteaio <b6nt,
nhoiit the 6rst oC .October InRt.
N. Anj InformatAi ^f mil will be thhnUfu}*
ly received. , Addr^i, A. Bkrpen, Greonibiir|r^ Kv-
ANDREW BARNtTT.
Alexander Hunter lived In Bardstown (8 miles north of Knob Creek) and began selling enslaved people in
Natchez (south of Knob Creek) as early as 1807. He and his soncontinued slave trading well after 1830.®
Alexander Hunter: Advertisement in the "Mississippi Messenger" [Natchez], 7 April 1807, announcing the sale of
"15 likely American born Negroes, Men, Women, and Boys" Filson Historical Society library has a copy of this ad,
but it is in text, only.
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Documented evidence of Underground Railroad activity is exceedingly rare because of the severe
penalties imposed on participants. Escaped slave notices, however, can document the pattern of
runaway slaves moving south to north through Kentucky.
The Federal Writer's project to record slave narratives^ documents Stephen Stone's involvement with
the Underground Railroad. Stephen Stone was the first County Clerk of Larue County, where Abraham
Lincoln was born and spent his formative years. Underground Railroad Activity took many forms. Here is
an example of a rare, first-person narrative regarding Underground Railroad activity in Kentucky.
*30055
Pftder&l Wrlt«rt* Project








431 Bright Straet. Indltnapolia, Ind.
Willian H. Quinn, 431 Bright itreet, was a alaT«
up to t«n ya&rs ot ago -"whan the soldiers oone baolc bone,
and the war was over, and we waanit slaTes anymore"* Hrt
^inn wee born in Hardin Coiinty, Kentucky, on a farm be*
longing to Steve Stone* He and a brother and his mother
were slaves of "Old Master Stone** but his father was owned
by another nan* Mr* ^nn^ who had an adjoining faxm* When
they were all freed, they took the sximsme of ^ina*
Mr* Qiainn said that they were what was called
"gift slaves"* Ihey were never to be sold from the Stone
faxn and were given to Stone's dsu^ter as a gift with that
understanding* He said that hl8^*01d master paid him and
his brother ten cents a day for cutting down com and shuck
ing It.-
It was very unusual for a slave to receive any
money whatsoever for working* Be sidd that his master bad
a son about his age, and the sen and he and hla brother
155
^ Manui Division, Library of Congress, http://memorY.loc.gov/ammem/snhtml/snhome.html
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worked around the fan together, and "Master Stone" gave all
three of thera ten cents a day when they worked* Scnetliaes they
wouldn*t, they would play Instead* And whenever **Uaster Stone"
would catch them playing when they ou^t to have been at work,
he would whip them -"and that meant his own boy would get a
licking too."
"Old Vaster Stone was a good man to-all us colored
folks, we loved him. He wasn*t one of those mean devils that
was always beating up his slaves like some of the rest of them*"
He had a colored overseer and one day this overseer ran off and
hid for two days "cause he whipped one of old Mas* Stone^s
slaves ana he heard that Uas* Stone was mad and he didn't like
it."
"we didn't know that w® were slaves, hardly. kVell,
my brother and I didn't know euiyhow 'cause we were too young to
k&ow, but we knew that we had been when we got older."
"After emancipation we stayed at the Stone family for
some time, 'cause they were good to us and we had no place to
go." Mr. Quinn meant by emancipation that his master freed hia
slaves, and, as he said, "emancipated them a year before Lincoln
did."
Mr* Qainn said that his father was not fread idien his
mother and he and hia brother were freed, because his father's
master "didn't think the North would win the war." Stone's
slaves fared well and ate good food and "his own children didn't
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page #3
Topic #240
Harry Onhrnma 4 -
U. ••<J'
treAt us like wo were slaTes*** Ha said sane of the slaves on
surrounding plantations and farms had it "avfui hard and bad."
Son« times slaves would run away during the night, and he said
that "we would give them something to eat." He said his mothei*
did the oooking for the Stone family and that she was good to
runaway slaves*
Sutoiitted September 9, 1937
Indianapolis* Indiana




Contributed by Martha P. Harrison, from the "American Heritage" magazine, September 1993.
"The early 1930s were not good to my grandmother. About all she had left were her memories
of her childhood at the old home place. In Grandmother's case the old home place was a farm outside of
Glasgow, Kentucky. This was the center of her universe and now, in 1937, we were all going on vacation
there for a visit.
People today accept a vacation as a God-given right, but in the Depression a vacation was a
major event to be planned, discussed, and saved for. Those going were my grandmother, my mother,
myself, and our boarder. Mother and Father had divorced, and the boarder had been with us for the
past seven or eight years and was considered one of the family. He would do most of the driving and pay
for the gasoline.
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As I counted off the days, Grandma made the wait even longer by telling me that when we
reached Glasgow I would see a big secret. I'd ask, "What secret?" but she would only say that I would
have to wait.
I'd like to say that the trip down to Glasgow from Louisville was allfun and excitement, but that
would be far from the truth. Less than twenty miles out of Louisville, the family found out that I had car
sickness. By the time we reached Glasgow I was a hot, sick, and irritable little boy who was making life
miserable for all around him.
Then the second blow fell: I saw the old home place. I had expected it to look like a Georgia
plantation with high columns and wide verandahs. But the house was none of this. Its current owners
had not been able to spare a lot of money for upkeep, and to a city boy used to urban newness, it
seemed shabby and rundown.
But there was a cold pitcher of lemonade and an electric fan in the living room. Grandma asked
if 1would like to see the bedroom. 1didn't really want to see a bedroom, but I was pushed upstairs and
Into a chamber dominated by a large bed and little else. The headboard of the bed stood solid Into the
rear wall, and my grandmother told me Iwas to push against the top left of it. After one missed push, I
made part of the headboard slide back into the wall.
The owner of the house came upstairs with a flashlight, and I looked into my first secret panel. I
was told I could go in, but all I could see was cobwebs, and I decided I could see all I wanted from the
bed. As I shone the light In, Grandma told me that this passage went around the chimney and was three
feet wide by three and a half feet tall. The only way in or out was by the way of the bed.
Grandma explained that after thinking hard on the subject, her granddaddy had decided that
slavery was wrong. Being a man who acted on his beliefs, he had built this room and become part of the
underground railroad, helping runaway slaves to freedom.
Then Grandma gave me a warning. Although the Civil War (or rather the War Between the
States) had been over for more than seventy years, feelings for the lost cause still ran high. If the
purpose of the secret passage were known, we might no longer be socially accepted in Glasgow. I had to
promise never to say a word about It.
That night and for a number of nights after, I dreamed of being Great-Great-Granddaddy's
helper taking those slaves toward freedom. Mother and Grandma promised that we could come back
again to see more of the farm's secrets; but it was not to be.
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The 1930s kept us too poor for another vacation, and then came Pearl Harbor. The boarder was
drafted and later came home to marry my mother. Grandma did not get back to Glasgow until the late
1940s. By then the owners had sold the property, and the house had been torn down for an Industrial
plant. Granddaddy's secret passage was gone forever.
I never knew my grandmother's granddaddy, or any of the blacks he helped to spirit North; but
occasionally in dreams I still go back to Glasgow to help Great-great-Granddaddy."
Additional information: This article was written by William M. Dorr who, in 1993, lived In West
Paducah, KY. Martha did some census checking and found the family listed in the 1930 Jefferson County,
KY census. The writer was listed as W. Meriwether Dorr, age 32. His wife, Martha was 28. They had a
son, W. Merrlwether for was 1 years old. The grandmother was Delia McLean who was 49 years
old and born in Iowa. The lodger was William C. Catron, 26.
Looking back at the 1920 Jefferson County, KY census she found the writer's grandfather's name
was Bryant McLean who then was 63 years old; his grandmother Delia was 44. W. M. Dorr was residing
with them, age 23 and shown as a son-in-law. W. M's wife was listed as Martie S., age 17.
Then Martha went back one more census to the 1910 Barren County census where she found
Bryant McLean, 45; Delia, 24; Martha L/S, 8. Others living in the home were A. G. Long, father-in-law, 72
and wife Martha J., 21 along with two servants: Will Farris, 20 (mulatto) and Maggie Fortune, 17 (B).
Martha was unable to track the Dorr's past the 1930 census. If anyone knows where this house
was located, please let the Editor know!
ONE HISTORICAL SOCIETY TO ANOTHER
1
Shown left to right: Kelly Saderholm and Judys Hafling from Metcalfe County, Kay Harbison, President,
Metcalfe Co Historical Society, Sandi Gorin and Mary Jones, South Central KY Historical & Genealogical
Society. Photo courtesy W. Samuel Terry IV, Jobe Publishers.
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Shown above is the presentation of a check for $500 from the South Central Kentucky
Historical Society to the Metcalfe County Historical to assist in the restoration of the original
Metcalfe Co. Jail which was highlighted in the Summer edition of this quarterly, 2013. Built
in1861, the Society is making renovations to the jail as donations come in or money is received
from fund raisers. The next big project, according to Kay Harbison, President of the Metcalfe
County Historical Society is a new roof. It is our hope that this donation will help towards that
expense. For those wishing to help, a check may be sent to the Metcalfe County Historical
Society, P. O. Box 910, Edmonton, KY 42129.
ADDITIONAL NAMES BEING RESEARCHED
Ashworth-Waugh-Williams: Mary Bridges Jones, 108-ATrista Lane, Glasgow, KY 42141-3481.
Bailey, Bridges, Wells: Beverly W. Brannan, 617 E. Green St. NE, Washington, DC 20002-5229.
Bamett-Lyon(s)-Wilborn: Margie Gentry, 2796 Etoile Rd, Glasgow, KY42141-8619.
Bass-Boyd-Crump; Mrs. James R. Boyd, 1545 Shepherdsville Rd., Hodgenvitle, KY 42748-9249.
Beam-Francis-Steenbergen: Katie Braun, 1129 Bradshaw Rd, Austin, KY 42123.
Birge-Crumpton-Lewis: Norma Jean Draper, 1734 Old Buck Creek Rd, Adolphus, KY 42120-8771.
Carter: Lola Hartt Svlag, 1775 Paragon St, St. George, UT 84790-6136.
Carter-Hart(t), John S. Wyatt (Wiatt b ca 1814 Pulaski Co KY. Wanda Houck, 599 Newlin Court,
Lawrenceville, GA 30046-6240.
Comer-Harlin-Kirkpatrick: Chad Comer, P O Box 99, Gamaliel, KY 42140.
Crain-Gerald-Martin: Crystal B. Talbott, P O Box 6497, Maryville, TN 37802-6497.
Duval(l)-Sharp-Thompson: Sandra G Duvall, 200 Marmak Dr, Glasgow, KY 42141-3320.
Dyer-Meek-Webster: Michael Webster, 1455 Natalie Dr, Franklin, IN 46131-9489.
Edwards-Hardy-Owen: Dean H. Lewis, P O Box 409, Medanales, NM 87548-0409.
Garnett: James T., Richard & Robert W. Cynthia Ware, 316 Arcadia St, Hurst, TX 76053.
Hardy-Amos-Edwards: Chester Wilkes, 11626 Lida Rose Dr., San Antonio, TX 78216-3016.
Harper-Herndon-Peden: Ruth Bridges Wood, 156 Lohden Rd, Glasgow, KY42141-3520.
Harrison-Lewis-Powell: Martha Powell Harrison, 1786 Capital Hill Church Road, Fountain Run, KY
42133-8544.
Hayes-Herring-Wilson: Diana Laubenstein, 19126 Liggett St, Northbridge, VA 91324-2719.
Holton-Locke-McDaniel: Mike McDaniel, 202Tyne Rd, Louisville, KY 40207-3444.
Houchin-Jackson (Jack)-Thomas Newton Lawrence-William Osco Rich (B 11 Mar 1876)
Darrell Rich, 674 Red Cross Rd, Park City, KY 42160-7527.
Jobe: (Monroe Co KY). James R. Jobe, 512 Ambenwood Way, Euharlee, GA 30145-2736.
Nuckols-Sears-Kincheloe: Judy Nicholas Lowe, 171 Elm Rd., Glasgow KY 42141. iulo@scrtc.com.
Sparks-Cole-Jessie: Barbara Pendleton, 822 N Green St, Glasgow, KY 42141.
Wooten-Payne-Claywell: Sandra Wooten Claywell, 101 Joe Montgomery Ct., Glasgow, KY42141.
Wynn (Wyn) Wynne (Winne): Kathleen Landon, 4-B Holly House, Princeton, NJ 08540-2815.
GORIN GENEALOGICAL PUBLISHING
205 Clements Ave., Glasgow, KY 42141-3409 - sgorin @glasgow-kv«com -
http://www.gensoup.org/gorin/index.html - 270-670-1313
NEW OFFERINGS
From Animal Catchers to Washing Machines. Early patents by 109 people in South Central Kentucky,
1831-1930. If your ancestor patented something during this time frame, the information will be found
here except for some of the earliest which were accidentally destroyed. Shown is the name of the
patent holder, patent number, date when patented, a description of the Invention and a copy of the
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official patent. Counties included are: Adair, Allen, Barren, Cumberland, Hardin, Hart, Logan, Metcalfe,
Monroe, Russell, Simpson, Taylor and Warren. The reader will find patents for animal catchers, bee
hives, carpet display racks, cattle guards, egg cases, grub pullers, trap doors for banks and 100 more!
112 page including full-name Index. $15.00 or e-book price: $10.00.
Postmasters of the 19*^ Century in South Central Kentucky. Researching postmasters can shed
information on families and their movements. Many remained for years In their position and were
replaced by other family members. Movements from town to town or county to county can be tracked.
Old towns no longer in existence will be found. Shown in alphabetical order, other information includes
the appointment date, the post office/town where they worked and the county. A 14-page forward
gives the history of the post office including how roads were laid out, how the mall was transported, pay
for the post masters, women as postmistresses, the old postmaster's oath, progression of counties
covered and more. Counties shown are: Adair, Allen, Barren, Cumberland, Edmonson, Green, Hart,
Logan, Metcalfe, Monroe and Warren. Self-indexing.$15.00 or $10.00 as an e-book.
VETERANS LISTED ON VETERAN'S WALL IN GLASGOW, PART 3.
Continued from Volume 41, Issue 3, 2013. NOTE: This list v\/as provided in its present format to
the Editor. It contains typographical errors. I have corrected those I know/ to be wrong, but
other errors might exist.
KANTOR MARTHA E. USN C-45 2
KANTOR MICHAEL A. USN D-45 2
KIDD MALRIA USA B-62 3
KING DARREL K. USA C-62 3
KINGERY DARYL W. USA E-45 2
KINGERY DOYLE S. USA
D-
110 10
KINGERY WILLIAM C. USA F-45 2
KINGERY WILLIAM L. USA D-62 3
KINGREY HERMAN USAAC A-74 4
KINGREY WILLIAM L. USN B-74 4
KINSLOW BOBBY E. USA A-84 5
KINSLOW CHARLES R. USAF G-45 2
KINSLOW CHARLES R. JR. USAF
E-
110 10
KINSLOW ELVIS C. USA F-18 1
KINSLOW EMERY G. USA G-18 1
KINSLOW HEZZIE W. KNG H-18 1
KINSLOW JOHN W. KNG E-62 3
KINSLOW LUCIAN A. USN F-62 3
KINSLOW MALCOLM T. USA G-62 3
KINSLOW WALTER E. USA J-18 1
KIRBY LEOH. USN B-84 5
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KIRN JAMES E. USA K-18 1
KIRN WILLIAM J. USAF C-74 4
KUZMA FRANK T. USA
A-
121 13
LAABS BERNARD D, USA H-45 2
LAICHAS WILLIAM B. USA
F-
106 9
LANCASTER EDGARD USA L-18 1




LAWRENCE CURTIS E. USA B-19 1
LAWRENCE VEACHELM. USA J-45 2
LAWSON JOHN E. USA C-84 5
LAYPORT RICKEY D. USA D-84 5
LEAMON HERBERT L. USA
G-
106 9
LEECH BRICE PETE USN
J-
100 8
LEECH BRICE T. JR. USN
K-
100 8
LEECH JACK R. USA
L-
100 8
LEECH JOSEPH C. USAAF
A-
101 8
LEFTWICH WALTER R. USA C-19 1
LESSENBERRY JOSEPH W. USA K-45 2
LESSENBERRY ROBERT A. USA/KNG
B-
121 13
LESTER MICHAEL D. USN H-62 3
LEWIS CORBIN USA D-19 1
LEWIS EARNEST A. USA L-45 2
LEWIS JACK E. USA E-19 1
LEWIS JOHNNY E. USA F-90 6
LEWIS LETHEL USA A-46 2
LEWIS WILLIE USA D-74 4
LIKENS JOHN P. JR. USA
H-
106 9






LITTRELL ROGER USA B-46 2
LLOYD DONALD JR. USAF
J-
106 9
LOGSDON CHARLES W. USA E-84 5
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LOGSDON MARVIN R. USA
D-
118 12
LONG BILLY V. USA
J-
114 11
LONG CARROLL F. USA
K-
114 11
LONG OREN W. USA
L-
114 11
LOWE EARL P. USA
A-
115 11
LOWE JAYSON S. USA/KNG C-46 2
LOWE JOHN W. USA
C-
101 8
LOWE VEACHELR. USA K-62 3
LUSTER ROBERT R. USA/KNG
C-
121 13
LUTTON JOHN E. SR. USA
D-
121 13
LYKENS LOUIE G. USA F-19 1
LYLE KEITH E. SR. USAF F-84 5
LYONS ELMER F. USA
fi
ns 11
LYONS JAMES C. USA G-19 1
MAGGARD CARROLL L USA E-74 4
MAGGARD GEORGE T. USA H-19 1
MAGGARD WILLIAM E. USA F-74 4
MANIS BRYON USA G-84 5
MANSFIELD LESLIE B. USN D-46 2
MANSIELD SAMUEL K. USN E-46 2
MARION EUGENE L. USA J-19 1
MARR DOUGLASS R. USN G-74 4
MARSHALL FRED E.JR. USAF K-19 1
MARSHALL FRED E. SR. USA L-19 1
MARSHALL WILLIAM J. USA H-74 4
MARTIN ALVIN L. USAAF
C-
115 11
MARTIN CECIL L. USAF G-95 7
MARTIN CHARLES L USA
G-
110 10
MARTIN CLYDE F. USA A-20 1
MARTIN GARRETTS. JR. USA G-90 6
MARTIN JAMES L USA B-20 1
MARTIN JOHN L USA C-20 1
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MARTIN LUMUEL R. USA L-62 3
MARTIN ROGER K. USA J-84 5
MARTIN WILLIAM A. USA F-46 2
MARTIN WILLIAM LJR. USA K-84 5
MARTIN CHARKES T. USA H-84 5
MASON JAMES L USN D-20 1
MATHEWS BEN E. USN E-20 1
MATHEWS CLIFTON K. USA G-46 2
MATHEWS JAMES L USA F-20 1
MATHEWS LONNIE H. USMC G-20 1
MATHEWS LONNIE H. USMC
D-
101 8
MATTHEWS DOUGLAS E. USA L-84 5
MATTHEWS HAROLD T. USA A-85 5
MATTHEWS ROBERT E. USA B-8S 5
MATTINGLY HERB USA H-20 1
MATTINGLY HERBERT H. USA J-20 1
MAUJEAN PAUL F. USAAC
H-
110 10
MAY AUSTIN L USAAC J-74 4
MAY JAMES A. USN H-9S 7
MAY MCGARY L USAF K-20 1
MAYES NORMAN E.SR. USA C-85 5
MAYFIELD EDWARD P. USA L-20 1
MAYFIELD HOWARD B. USA J-95 7
MAYFIELD ROBERT E. USA/USN D-85 5
McCOY OLIVER R. USA A-21 1
McCOY PHILIP K. USA K-95 7
MCCOY ROGER J. USAAC A-63 3
McCUBBINS CHARLES E. USA B-21 1
McCUISTON FORREST T. USA C-21 1
McDANIEL FRANK USA D-21 1
McDANIEL WILLIAM J. USAF E-21 1
McGLASSON GARY R. KNG K-74 4
McGLASSON LARRY W. USAF L-74 4
McGUIRE GEORGE R. USA A-75 4
McGUIRE JOSEPH D. USA B-7S 4




MCKINLEY ROBERT N. USN H-46 2
MCKINNEY CHESLEY T. USA B-63 3
MCKINNEY CHRIS A. USA C-63 3
MCKINNEY CLYDE JR. USA J-46 2
MCKINNEY DOUGLAS W. USA D-63 3
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MCKINNEY ERNEST F. USA K-46 2
MCKINNEY GLENN C. USN E-63 3
McKINNEY JOSEPH M. USA F-85 5
MCKINNEY MIKE W. USA/USN F-63 3
MCKINNEY MORRIS L USA L-46 2
MCKINNEY ROBERT L USA A-47 2
MCKINNEY TOMMY USA B-47 2




McSHANE WILLIAM F. JR. USAAC G-63 3
McSHANE WILLIAM F. SR. USN H-63 3
MEDFORD JEFFERY T. USAF D-47 2
MEEK C. CASEY KNG
D-
115 11
MERCER JAMES C USAF G-85 5
MEREDITH JAMES L USMC
E-
101 8
MERIDETH ROBERT USAF F-21 1
MERIDETH ROBERT W. USA G-21 1
MILLER ESTESJ. USA E-47 2
MILLER FRED J. JR. USA F-47 2
MILLER KENNETH R. USA 6-47 2
MILLER LARRY E, USA H-47 2
MILLER LAWRENCE L. USN D-75 4
MILLER ROGER J. USA
K-
110 10
MILLLER JOHN R. USA H-21 1
MINYARD MELVIVE. USA H-85 5
MINYARD ROGER D. USA H-90 6
MITCHELL EDWARD D. KNG
L-
110 10
MITCHELL JOHNT. USA J-21 1
MITCHELL JOSEPH H. USAAC K-21 1
MOORE ROBERT W. USAAC J-63 3
MOORE ROMAE. USA L-21 1
MOORE SCOTT W. USMC J-85 5
MORAN LESLIE W. USAF K-85 5
MORAN ROBERT E. USMC L-85 5
MORAN THOMAS D. USAF A-22 1
MORGAN ALMON J. USAF/USA B-22 1
MORGAN DENNIS J. USN
L-
106 9
MORGAN EDDIE G. USA J-47 2
MORGAN HADIE D. USA E-7S 4
MORGAN JESSE L USA C-22 1
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MORGAN LONNIEH. USA F-75 4
MORGAN RAY USA D-22 1
MORGAN ROBERTL USA E-22 1
MORGAN WILLIAM L. USN G-75 4
MORRIS BEVERLY J. USA F-22 1
MORRIS CARROLL R. USMC J-90 6
MORRIS MAX R. USA G-22 1
MORRIS OLUS D. USA H-22 1




MORRISON WILLIE D. USA K-22 1
MORTIMER GEORGE E USA L-22 1
MORTIMER RODALL E. USA A-23 1
MORTON BURNISE. USAF L-95 7
MORTON JOHN M. USAF K-47 2
MOTLEY KENNETH C. KNG B-23 1
MURDOCK BARBARAS. USN C-23 1
MURPHY BURL USA K-90 6
MURREY HARRELL P. USA D-23 1
MUTTER EUCLID M. USA L-47 2
MUTTER JAMES F. USA K-63 3
MUTTER JAMES M. USN L-63 3
MUTTER JOEL USA A-64 3
MUTTER ROBERTL USA E-23 1
MYERS EDWARD B. USA
B-
111 10
To be continued in the next issue.
SPECIAL NOTICES AND RENEWAL TIME
There are two changes of which we need to inform our readers.
Meetings: First, if you are in Glasgow and would like to attend one of our meetings, you are
always welcome! There is never a charge for our meetings and we attempt to present programs and
speakers on a variety of historical and genealogical topics. Our meeting date has been changed back to
the fourth Thursday night of the month at 6:30 p.m. at the Mary Wood Weldon Library, 1530 South
Green Street. We do not meet in November or December.
Book Prices: Due to increases in postage and other factors we can't control, we have had to
raise the prices on most of the prices of the books we sell as shown at the end of each quarterly. We're
sorry to have to do this but it has become necessary. The new prices will take effect with this quarterly.
Membership In the Society ends automatically with the Winter Issue. Be sure to renew now
while you're thinking about It!
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THE OLD SMOKEHOUSE
Contributed by Bill Utterback, Jr., CG, Amarillo, TX.
One of Kentucky's greatest story tellers was Dr. Alexander Gordon Wilson. Born and raised in
New Concord in Calloway County in the late 19th century, he went on to become the head of the English
Department at Western Kentucky University. He wrote newspaper columns about days past, and
authored two books, "Fidelity Folks", which related many incidents he experienced in New Concord as a
boy and into young manhood (he re-named New Concord "Fidelity" for the purposes of his book), and
"Passing Institutions", which gives us a view into things that have disappeared into the mists of time.
Amour, Swift and others may have a knack at saving ai) the pig. Including the squeal, but they
have almost destroyed a great institution - the smokehouse. The old smokehouse has left a fragrant
memory, literally. In some modern homes, there is a special lumber room; we old-timers made the
smokehouse bear the burden, along with the loft, or attic, the loft over the buggy shed, and the large
space under the corn crib. Meat, of course, was the chief thing to be fund in a smokehouse; that was its
reason for being. But meat was not all. Soap grease in many a container, a barrel or two of lye soap,
canned and preserved fruit, jars or cans of lard, sausage in sacks, sauerkraut in barrels or jars, and so on
and on - these were the distinctive contents of the smokehouse. No hold of a sea-going vessel ever held
a more motley or useful array of things to eat and use. And everything had its odor: the rank, acid odor
of soap grease; the alkaline smell of lye soap; the thick rich odor of sauerkraut; and the indescribably
fine smell of ham and bacon and smoked sausage. And, from the wood smoke that had been used to
cure the meat, everything had in addition that true, smoky, smokehousy odor that every farm boy
knows.
How often the smokehouse figured in the life of the people! It was carefully locked up every night to
keep its treasures from being stolen. It was a sort of a sign that they day's work was over when Mother
began to wash the supper dishes and called the youngest boy to see whether the smokehouse was
locked. When bitter weather came on, nobody feared starvation, for the old smokehouse was at hand,
stocked as for a famine. Even if coffee and sugar did run low when the roads were too bad for freight to
be hauled, the old standby was always to be relied upon.
Hog-killing was the great event in the life of the building. It then assumed a position really worthy of a
great institution. Long before day, we were up heating water and Irons for the great day. We planted the
scalding barrel and made a platform on which to scrape the hogs after they had been scalded, not even
forgetting the grass sack over the mouth of the barrel to keep in the heat of the water and that added
by the red hot Irons. When everything was ready, the butchering began. You pale-faced and anemic
ones must not feel that there was anything brutal about this event; It was just a necessary thing, time-
honored and romantic. By the time the hogs were killed, some of the older men took out some irons
from the fire and dashed them into the barrel. Such sizzling and popping; and how the steam rose into
the cold winter air! Then came the scalding and scraping, followed by hanging up the heavy bodies.
After these were thoroughly dressed, it was usually time for dinner. While we ate, the meat assumed a
firmer condition, so that cutting out the pieces - a great art in those days - was greatly facilitated. During
the afternoon, the pieces of meat lay in the smokehouse, getting cold through and through, while the
family busied itself with lard and sausage. The neighbors who had helped departed, carry spare ribs,
backbones, livers, and hearts. I wish I were a poet, so that I could tell about the process of making
sausage. The old sausage mill was a fearful thing, as many a man with whittled fingers can tell. These
new-fangled food choppers were then
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unknown. And how good the smell of sage and red pepper when they were ready to add to the tubful of
sausage! And how opulent looked the house with its great sacksof sausage ready to be hung up in the
smokehouse! And the strange mystery of cooking lard, and how much art in required to keep it from
boiling over and scorching! And, my, again, how good cracklings and salt are, and crackling bread. But
rhapsodies must stop, for the meat must be salted down.
Lantern in hand, the small boy accompanied his father to the smokehouse after supper and acted as
helped by handing salt and joints of meat, while the father busied himself in burying each joint of meat
in a great white bed of salt. Of course, the boy rained volleys of questions as he watched the dancing
shadows from the old lantern. Anything took on greater poetry when lighted with a lantern, whether it
was salting down the meat, or shucking corn after supper, or carrying slop to the pigs. This salting was
another art, for it was regarded as almost shiftless when anyone lost his meat after it had gone through
all the interesting and standardized process attendant upon hog-killing.
Six weeks or more the meat lay wrapped up in salt. Then the old smokehouse took on some more
importance: now the meat must be taken up from the salt, scalded to remove excess salt, and dusted
with borax. Sometimes we did a fancy kind of curing by coating the hams with sorghum molasses and
black pepper and then enclosing them in cloth sacks. Smoking the meat was now the thing for days.
Chips again played a part. Thischip fire in the smokehouse was a sort of sacred thing. It betokened that
the family was again provisioned for the winter, that starvation could not make any headway on this
farm.
Meat now occupied its proportionate share of the building: by degrees the smoked sausage
disappeared, and the less valuable pieces of meat. The hams, prized possession then and now wherever
the country ham is known, stayed on longest, cut into only for real company. Early in the Spring the
building had other uses. The soap grease was taken out, to return the next day as lye soap. In late
summer, the sauerkraut was made and brought in and stored in barrels or earthenware jars. And all
through the summer, we added jars of canned fruit and glasses of jelly and preserves. Every season was
the season for the old smokehouse.
But where is the smokehouse? Gone with the ash-hopper and soft soap, gone with wood ashes and the
open fireplace, gone with the horse and buggy days, gone with preaching all day and "dinner on the
ground", gone with the front room and the family album. Milton imagined a place called the Limbo,
where chimerical things went when they vanished from the earth. Why not a Limbo of Passing
Institutions, where we shall see and know the things we have outlived, the things that are fragrant with
memories of days long since vanished?
TOMBSTONE LASER TECHNOLOGY From the blog of Dick Eastman.
The "Atlantic" has published an interesting article written by Alexis C. Madridal about a
new technology that has almost revolutionized the tombstone industry in recent years: lasers.
In 1989, Vytek, a small FItchburg, Massachusetts company, began to sell laser systems
specifically to the monument industry that could take a photograph or drawing and reproduce
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it on granite. The laser works almost like a printer, but instead of putting dark ink on white
paper, the laser blasts away the polished surface of the granite to reveal the lighter rock
underneath. Then, a worker goes over the lasered parts with a razor blade, scraping very lightly
to remove any debris. The process produces a high-resolution grayscale image on the stone, a
far cryfrom the thick line drawings that chiseling and sandblasting had allowed before.
You can read more about this new technology in Alexis C. Madridal's article in 'The
Atlantic" at http://QOQ.ql/tuDQUa."
lASm HASP ETVHCl> MNIWLA51>»
The White School, Tompkinsville, KY - Not dated
Courtesy Special Collections, Western Kentucky University
Left to right, first row: Lawrence Irvin, Robert Howard, (deceased), Edd Martin, Travis Hayes, Benton
Birge, Boy White, Jessie Birge, Billy Bowman, William Nanny (partially hidden) (deceased). 2"'' row: Clora
Hayes Eubank, Mary T. Bray, Nellie Birge, Mae Palmore (teacher). Ruby Hayes, Zadie Birge, Tishie Birge,
Madge Hayes, Lucille Martin, Eva Hayes (partially hidden). 3'" row: Maud Parish, Annie Hope, George
Nanny, Guy Martin, Audie Irvin, Garnett Martin, Hascal Birge, James Irvin (deceased), 4^^" row; Bonnie
Bell Hays, Angle White, Chloe Bray, Avo White (deceased), Walter Birge, Lucille Carter, Tom Hayes, Chloe
Hope, Fred Walden.
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ALVIS PHYLLIS* 1211 JORNADA ST. PAHRUMP NV 89048-7183
ANDERSON SUSAN RENFRO 6I8E lOth SEDALIA MO 65301-5938
BAILEY PASCAL E* 588 TOWNHILL RD TAYORSVILLE KY 40071-9637
BAILEY SUE CHURCH 2615 SEMINARY DR LOUISVILLE KY 40241-6506
BAIN T JAYNE SPEAR 1772 WILLIAMS GLEN BLVD ZIONSVILLE IN 46077-1118
BARDIN JUANITA 501 SO GREEN ST GLASGOW KY 42141-2122
BASTIEN PAUL* 80 PAUL BASTIEN LN GLASGOW KY 42141-7880
BEAM MAURJCE* 1218 SHAWNEE BOWLING GREEN KY 42104-4257
BEARD KEN* 1012WOODLAWN DR GLASGOW KY 42141-2561
BEATTY DAVID A 9213 AUBURN AVE JEFFERSONTOWN KY 40299-1603
BENNINGFIELD ARLAND W 2196 JANLYNRD LOUISVILLE KY 40299-1718
BERRY MARY ELIZABETH 6538 JACKSON HWY. CAVE CITY KY 42127
BERTRAM IRAH 211 NEW SALEM RD GLASGOW KY 42141-3216
BEWLEY GARY 2731 TOMPKINSVILLE RD GLASGOW KY 42141
BIRD DAVID A 17802 N 23'̂ '̂ AVE PHOENIX AZ 85023-2104
BISHOP WILLIAM & SUE P.O. BOX 2311 PALM CITY FL 34991-7311
BITTORIE KAY 2218 HIDDEN WOODS BLVD BEAVERCREEK OH 45431-3392
BLACK LOIS GRIDER 5333 DANIELS DR TROY Ml 48098-3005.
BOTTS STEPHEN R 2220 NEW SAI FM RD GLASGOW KY 42141-7411
BOYD MRS JAMES R 1545 SHEPHERDSVILLERD HODGENVILLE KY 42748-9429
BRANCH CONNIE H, 1605 NATHAN LANE HERNDON VA 20170
BRANNAN BEVERLY W 617 E STREET NE WASHINGTON DC 20002-5229
BRAUN JULIA K 1129 BRADSHAW ROAD AUSTIN KY 42123
BUTLER LAURA L. SMITH* P.O. BOX 247 BURKESVILLE KY 42717
CALHOUN LE* 10547 FINNEY ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141-7031
CANNON W.J * 1008 IRONWOOD DR BOWLING GREEN KY 42103-6202
CHAMBERLAIN MARY ED P.O.BOX 247 GLASGOW KY 42142-0247
CHAMBLISS WILLIAM J 149 GOODRICH AVE LEXINGTON KY 40503-1911
CHAPMAN ROBERT B* 930 REGENCY SQDEP 219 VERO BEACH FL 32967-1813
CHRISTIAN JOANNA 288 GORDONSVILLE HWY BRUSH CREEK TN 38547-4620
CHRISTIANSEN MRS BETTY J 3621 GEORGIA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110-1434
CHRISTOPHER JOYCE 2721 NEWMAN ROAD WEST LAFAYETTE IN 47906-4529
CLAYWELL SANDRA 101 JOE MONTGOMERY COURT GLASGOW KY 42141
CLEMONS MARNA L* 12120 MIL PITRERO ROAD SAN DIEGO CA 92128
COMER CHAD P. 0. BOX 99 GAMALIEL KY 42140
COMPTON DELBERT 224 EMPIRE AVENUE OZARK MO 65721
COWHERD DEBBIE 1219 LANSDOWNE ROAD INDIANAPOLIS IN 46234-1979
CRAVEN DONNAG 477 MONROE AVENUE GLENCOE IL 60022-2027
CROSS WILLIE G* 122 VERMONT AVENUE CINCINNATI OH 45215-2046
CROWE JOAN THOMPSON* 130 MORGAN STREET VERSAILLES KY 40383-1429
DEAN LLOYD 6770 U.S.60 EAST MOREHEAD KY 40351-9035
DEFEVERS M/M MICHAEL 131 BEVERLY HILLS DR GLASGOW KY 42141
DIPESA* DONNA REYNOLDS 235 E. HILTON AVE. KTNGSLAND GA 31548
DILLON BONNIE 2571 EDGEHILL DRJVE LEXINGTON KY 40510-9710
DOUGHERTY SHIRLEY 1972 BLAIRMORE ROAD LEXINGTON KY 40502
DOWNING SUSAN 65 ERIE CRESCENT FAIRPORT NY 14450-2472
DRAPER NORMA JEAN 1734 OLD BUCK CREEK RD ADOLPHUS KY 42120-8771
DURRETT BETTY 312 EAST WASHINGTON GLASGOW KY 42141
DUVALL SANDRA G 200 MARMAK DRIVE GLASGOW KY 42141-3320
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EDMUNDS NAOMI 7438 OLD BOWLING GREEN GLASGOW KY 42141
EDWARDS DONALD & PAT 113 ADAIRLAND COURT GLASGOW KY 42141
ELMORE MARGARET 115 SANDWOOD DRIVE GLASGOW KY 42141-3321
FISHER THURMANE* P.O. BOX 653 DUMAS TX 79029-0653
FLEMING LINDA S* 270 1^ AVE, APT 6B NEW YORK NY 10009-2622
FOUTCH DAN 900 SO. GREEN ST. GLASGOW KY
FOX REBECCA MATTHEWS 1818 SABRINA COURT CHARLOTTE NC 28210-5744
GARDNER WILLIS W 3115 MADISON ST WAUKESHA WI 53188-4409
GARLAND PAUL 2156 DATE PALMRD BOCA RATON PL 33432-7918
GARRISON JIMMY & DANA 7115 WOODHAVENRD LOUISVILLE KY 40291
GARRISON RAYH 848 BRAEMAR ROAD FLOSSMOOR IL 60422-2204
GENTRY MARGIE 2796 ETOILE ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141-8619
GILLEY DAVID G* 1245 WOODSDALE FARM DR SHEPHERDSVILLE KY40165-5772
GORDON TERESA 5215 HILTON HEAD DR DALLAS TX 75287
GORIN SANDI 205 CLEMENTS GLASGOW KY 42141-3409
GRADY JOHN PAUL 4218 0XHTLLR0AD SPRING TX 77388-5752
GREEN RAY H 911 NELSON DRIVE MELBOURNE FL 32940-1799
GRIFFIN LORRAINE M* 198 EAST 9670 SOUTH SANDY UT 84070-3332
HAFLING JUDYE* 698 ANDERSON-PERKINS RD EDMONTON KY 42129-9526
HAMM JANE TURNER 3507 PINECONE CIRCLE LOUISVILLE KY 40241-2725
HARBISON KAY 4099 RANDOLPH-SUMMER SHADE RD,
SUMMER SHADE KY 42166





1786 CAPITAL HILL CHURCH ROAD FOUNTAIN RUN
HENDERSON SUSAN A 555 ASH STREET WINNETKA IL 60093-2603
HILL MARGARET LESTER* 489 MIDDLE GATE IRVINGTON VA 22480-2416
HITCHCOCK JOHN & LINDA 661 WHITES CHAPEL RD GLASGOW KY 42141
HOLLINGSWORTH PATRICL\ E 67 JACANA COURT MT STERLING KY 40353-8209
HOUCHENS RUEL* 100 LONGHUNTERS TRAIL GLASGOW KY 42141-1244
HOUCK WANDA 599 NEWLIN COURT LAWRENCEVILLE GA 30046-6240
HOUSTON NORMA E. 10616 MEANDERING WAY FORT SMITH AR 72903
HUFFMAN VICKI A 1433 PARNELL DR EUGENE OR 97404-2887
HULL MARYG 518 FULTON ST KEOKUK lA 52632-5632
JAMESON DANAL 6246 N 750 W FRANKTON IN 46044-9692
JEWELL JEFFREY* 905 BROADFIELDS DR LOUISVILLE KY 40207-44341
JOBE JAMES R 512 AMBERWOOD WAY EUHARLEE GA 30145-2736
JONES JUDY DAVIDSON P. 0. BOX 237 TIJERAS NM 87059-0237
JONES MARY BRIDGES 108-ATRISTA LANE GLASGOW KY 42141-3481
JONES ROBERT M* 4411 LYNN BROOK DR LOUISVILLE KY 40220-1007
KERLEY JAMES* 2808 SPARGER ROAD DURHAM NC 27705-1643
KfNGREY LEONARD 3598 FINNEY ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141-9646
KINSLOW EARL AND ALICE* 3115 ZARTMAN RD KOKOMO IN 46902-2977
KINSLOW MR & MRS. WALTER E. 727 SOUTHFORK RD GLASGOW KY 42141-7020
KUGLER ALICE KINSLOW RT l.BOX 1060 CROSS TIMBERS MO 65634-1060
LAKIN PAT* 100 HARWOOD ST. GLASGOW KY 42141
LANDERS EGIE 4953 EDMONTON RD GLASGOW KY 42141-9595
LAUBENSTEIN, DIANA 19126 LIGGETT ST NORTHRIDGE CA 91324-2719
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LAWLER, JUDY 1098 LONOKERD MUNFORDVILLE KY 42765-9228
LAWSON CLORINE J* HIGHLAND RIDGE, 180 SCOTTIE DR
GLASGOW KY 42141-3552
LEGER ANN J. 603 GREENBRIER DR. SILVER SPRINGS MD 20910
LEE ALICE* 51 WHITE ACRES DR CAVE CITY KY 42127-9158
LEWIS DEANH P.O.BOX 409 MEDANALES NM 87548-0409
LOWE JUDY NUCKOLS 171 ELM ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141
LYONS DAVID & JOY 388 RIHERD ESTA1 hS ROAD PARK CITY KY 42160
MCDANIEL MIKE 202TYNERD LOUISVILLE KY 40207-3444
MCMECHAN DONNA 2511 ATCHISON AVE LAWRENCE KS 66047-2621
MCQUOWN PATTI J. 3677 OIL WELL ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141-8251
MESKER WENDALLW 7013 OLD HEADYRD LOUISVILLE KY 40299-5209
MILLIKAN MARILYN 2349 N 167 DRIVE GOODYEAR AZ 85395
MIZELL DAVID E 11870 SPRUCE HAVEN ST LOUIS MO 63146-4818
MORRIS LINDELL A 2423 FULTON AVE DAVENPORT lA 58203-3720
MOSIER HOMER D 6472 HARDING RD VALLEY SPRINGS CA 95252-9437
MOSS GERALD E 530 ASHLEY COURT BEREA KY 40403-1286
MURREY LORE ITA MARTIN* 1313 DRIPPING SPRINGS RD GLASGOW KY 42141-2258
MYERS LOUELLA K* 83 00 NW BARRY RD #217 KANSAS CITY MO 64153-1634
NAGEL DOROTHY* P.O. BOX 10037 MURFREESBO TN 37129
NEILL MICHAEL JOHN P. 0. BOX 108 RIO fL 61472-0108
NELSON GLADE I. 137 BAMBERGER ROAD NO. SALT LAKE UT 84054
NICHOLS ELMER W 4895 PINE RIDGE DR, #208 COLUMBUS IN 47201-2207
NORMAN SHIRLEY ANN* 500 CLEVELAND AVE GLASGOW KY 42141-1908
NOVOSEL MR. DON 105 INDIE CIRCLE GLASGOW KY 42141-3433
NUNNALLY ROBERT A 103 CROSBY ST GEORGETOWN TX 78633-4948
PAGERLY, GAIL DENHAM 2423 MARK DRIVE MESQUIlt TX 75150-5316
PARIS MARION* 44 E 82^'^ ST INDIANAPOLIS IN 46240-2202
PATE GREG & NATALIE 3602 SAWMILL CIRCLE PACE FL 3271
PAYNE PATRICIA 708 CLEVELAND AVE. GLASGOW KY 42141-9702
PEDEN JAMES E* 5888 BOWLING GREEN RD GLASGOW KY 42141-9702
PEDEN RICHARD & SUE 3480 BLUERIDGE DRIVE PENSACOLA FL 32504
PENDLETON B ARBARA 822 NORTH GREEN ST GLASGOW KY 42141
PITCOCK JOHNR 7110 ROLLING CREEK BLVD LOUISVILLE KY 40228-1346
PITCHFORD JEANETTE 979 STOVALL ROAD SCOTTSVILLE KY 42164-9333
PITTS JENNIFER NEWMAN 3101 OAK SPRINGS DR PLANO TX 75025-3975
POAGE REV.DR. BENNETl D. 297 ROSEMONT GARDEN LEXINGTON KY 40503
POWELL TONL\ TRULL* 613 WILLOW ST MANFIELD TX 76063-2417
PRESCOTT BETTY BARLOW 7 LA SALLE DR BANGOR ME 04401-
RAMEY WILLIAM LEWIS 138 VILLAGE CIRCLE GLASGOW KY 42141-3400
RENEAU FRED & DEBBIE 1195 LYONS SCHOOL RD. GLASGOW KY 42141
RICH DARRELL 674 RED CROSS ROAD PARK CITY KY 42160-7527
RICHARDSON FRANCHELLE 1511 WEST MAIN STREET GLASGOW KY 42141
RICHEY JAMES H 9033 TOMPKINSVILLE RD GLASGOW KY 42141-7862
RICHEY NANCY 1334 STAIbST., APT. 4 BOWLING GREEN KY 42101
RICHEY ROBERT R 3019 FRANKS ROAD CLINTON OH 42216-9327
RIDDLE WILLIAM R* 750 N SHORELINE BLVD, APT 37
MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94043-3221
RIHERD MRS. SHELLEY T 77 STEEPLECHASE RD GLASGOW KY 42141-9068
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RODGERS MRS. ANNIE K 180 SCOTTIE DR.-UNIT 124 GLASGOW KY 42141-2734
ROPP BARLOW 306 WEST BROWN ST. GLASGOW KY 42141
RUBY NELLE 9099 WEST BASS LAKE RD IRONS MI 49644-9018
RYBACK MRS. CLARICE* 2045 ESSEX DRIVE SUN PRAIRIE WI 53590-3779
SAWYER NONI 37071 TOVEY AVE PALMDALE CA 93551-7831
SGLAV LOLA HARTT 1775 PARAGON DRIVE ST. GEORGE UT 84790-6136
SHAFER HELEN SUE 8 SOUTH 27™ ST RICHMOND IN 47374-5808
SHAW CATHERIN M 875 DRY RUN ROAD BEECH CREEK PA 16822-5022
SHOWN LINDA 460 WALNUT STREET CALHOUN KY 42327-2105
SIDES STANLEY* 2014 BETH DR CAPE GIRARDEAU MO 63701-1810
SIMMONS MR.&MRS.ROLLIN 300 SEAY STREET GLASGOW KY 42141-2045
SLIFE DONALD R 11189TULANE AVE LI IILETON CO 80127-1005
SMITH PAUL* 402 KEEPA WAY SAGLE ID 83860
STEENBERGEN JULIAN 8402 ZIER RD YAKIMA WA 98908-9238
STONE IRENE DICKERSON 715 N MONROE AVE SEDGWICK KS 67135-9493
STRADER MRS. SARAH R. 3550 WAGNER HGTSRD,APT 31 STOCKTON CA 95219
TALBOl1 CRYSTAL B P.O. BOX 6497 MARYVILLE TN 37802-6497
TEMPLIN BARBARA A 11559 WOODBRIDGE BLVD SEMINOLE FL 33772-2209
TERRY SAMUEL* 705 LESLIE AVENUE GLASGOW KY 42101-2114
THOMAS EVAM 1014 SO 24™ ST LAFAYETTE IN 47905-1633
THOMAS MARTHA 1552 OIL CITY ROAD GLASGOW KY 42141
TIMM MARDI 1125 YOUT STREET RACINE WI 53402
TOBIN CHARLES ROBERT 1615 BELMONT ST LAS VEGAS NV 89030-7263
TYLER NANCY STERLING 6031 LLOYD COURT DALLAS TX 75252-2676
WADDELL TIMMY 106 INDIE CIRCLE GLASGOW KY 42141
WADE DOROTHY E 2096 BURKESVILLE RD GLASGOW KY 42141-8352
WARE CYNTHIA 316 ARCADIA ST HURST TX 76053
WEBSTER MICHAEL 1455 NATALIE DRIVE FRANKLIN IN 46131-9489
WEIDNER DOROTHY PENDLETON 312 HEATHER DR HEYWORTH IL 61745-9215
WEST MARJORY H. 860 W KEATING AVE MESA A2 85201
WHITE EVELYN* 14457-E 2650, NORTH RD DANVILLE IL 61834
WHITE JOHN J& JEANNE* 5407 SPRINGFIELD DR. RALEIGH NC 27609
WILKES CHESTER 11626 LIDA ROSE DR SAN ANTONIO TX 78216-3016
WILLS NANCY F 20617 PARKSIDE CIRCLE POTOMAC FALLS VA 20165-7512
WILSDON DIANE C* 1175 W BASELINE RD CLAREMONT 91711-2199
WILSON LEIGHT 9114 GLOVER LANE LOUISVILLE KY 40242-3324
WITCHER MARVIN & JANET 609 SO. GREEN ST. GLASGOW KY 42141
WOOD RUTH BRIDGES 156LOHDENRD GLASGOW KY 42141-3520
WRIGHT SOPHIA* 8506 GREGORY WAY LOUISVILLE KY 40219-5238
YOUNG MRS.WAYNE [I5GARM0NAVE GLASGOW KY 42141-1515
ZABLATNIK LINDA A* 3200 HICKORY STICK RD OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73120-5501
ZOETEMAN CHRISTA 11354 NO. MTN BREEZE DR. TUCSON AZ 85737
2INK CHAYANNE CONNER 630 MOON LAKE DRIVE WESLACO TX 78596
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EXCHANGE AND LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP USTING FOR 2013
ADAIR CO GEN SOCIETY P.O. BOX 613
DECATUR GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY P.O.BOX 1548
FORT WORTH PUBLIC LffiRARYSOO WEST 3*^" ST















GREEN CO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
HART CO HISTORICAL SOCIETY
HOOSIER GEN-INDIANA HIST SOC.
HOPKINS CO. GEN SOCIETY





OLD BUNCOMBE CO GEN SOCIETY
PELLISSIPPI GENEALOGICAL SOC.
SOUTHERN CALIF. GEN SOCIETY
SOUTHERN INDIANA GEN SOC.
SOUTHERN KY GEN SOCIETY
ST LOUIS GENEALOGICAL SOC RO. BOX 43010
SURRY CO GENEALOGICAL SOC P.O. BOX 997
TAYLOR CO HISTORICAL SOC P.O. BOX 14
VA-NC PIEDMONT GEN SOC P.O. BOX 2272
WATAUGA ASSOC OF GENEALOGISTS P.O.BOX 117
WEST CENTRAL FAMILY RESEARCH P.O. BOX 291
ALVAPUBLIC LIBRARY 504 7""' STREET
HARRODSBURG HISTORICAL SOC P.O. BOX 316
SIMPSON CO HISTORICAL SOC, INC. 206 N COLLEGE ST FRANKLIN
THE Fn.SON CLUB 1310 SO 3"^ STREET LOUISVILLE
ALLEN CO PUBLIC LIBRARY - GENEALOGY PERIODICALS
RO. BOX 2270 FT WAYNE
DALLAS PUBLIC LIBRARY - SERIALS 1515 YOUNG ST DALLAS
FAMILY SEARCH - LIBRARY RIGHTS 50 E NORTH TEMPLE, RM 545
SALT LAKE CITY
SERJALS/HELM-CRAVENS/KY LIBRARY, WKU
1906 COLLEGE HTS BLVD. #11067
LEXINGTON PUBLIC LIBRARY 140 EAST MAIN ST
LOS ANGELES PUBLIC LIBRARY 630 WEST 5^' ST
CINCINNATI PUBLIC LIBRARY - ACQUISITIONS
800 VINE ST
TN ST LIBRARY & ARCHIVES, TECHNICAL SERVICES
403 SEVENTH AVE, N
NEWSPAPERS/PERIODICALS, WISC HISTORICAL SOCIETY
816 STATE STREET MADISON
PERIODICALS DEPT.„MIDWEST GENEALOGY CTR., MCPL
3440 LEES SUMMIT RD INDEPENDENCE
P.O. BOX 276
P.O. BOX 606






1776 0 STREET NW
P.O. BOX 2122
118 HICKS STREET CLINTON
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GIFT MEMBERSHIPS
Schools, Libraries, Speakers and Winners of Mabel Shelby Wells Essay Contest
GLASGOW CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
AUSTIN TRACY SCHOOL





600 OLD CAVALRY DR GLASGOW KY
247 AUSTIN TRACY RD LUCAS KY
507 TROJAN TRAIL GLASGOW KY
911 PLAINVIEWDR. CAMPBELLSVILLE KY






GOODMAN, CONNIE 897 WHITE OAK RIDGE RD. FOUNTAIN RUN

























JEFFREY, JONATHAN MAWSCRIPTS/FOLKLORE ARCHIVES,WKU,216 KY BLDG
BOWLING GREEN
LIBRARY OF CONGRES S 10 FIRST ST, SE WASHINGTON
MARY WOOD WELDON LIBRARY 1530 SO GREEN ST GLASGOW
MEREDITH, JOHNNY, PARK RANGER P.O.BOX 12 MAMMOTH CAVE
METCALFE CO PUBLIC LIBRARY
NORTH JACKSON ELEM. SCHOOL
PARK CITY ELEM. SCHOOL
POGUE SPECIAL COLL. LIBRARY
TEMPLE HILL SCHOOL
UTTERBACK JR., BILL
P.O. BOX 626 EDMONTON
2002 NO, JACKSON HY GLASGOW
45 INDIAN MILL ROAD PARK CITY
200 15""' STREET MURRAY
8788 TOMPKINSVILLE RD GLASGOW











ABNEY,JESSIE L 54 . MILBURN J 55 W H 21
ABRAMSQN,MADELINE 69 BAGBY 18 BASIL 37
ABSTON,CHRISTOPHER J 54 BAGBY,A P 16 BASIL,DANNY J 55
ACREE,FANNIE 76 . ALBERT K 82 WILLIAM M 55
ADAMS,AUGUSTUS 9 . ALICE 82 BASS 30, 106
. GUS 9 . ANNIE 82 BASTIN,PAUL W 55
. HOMAS A 54 , CHARLES D 8 BATEY,F A 3
. JOE H 22 . CHRISTOPHER 12 BATTLE,J H 3
ADSTON,JAMES C 54 . EMMET WOOTEN 82 BAXTER,WILLIAM H 55
ADWELL,HOWARD R 54 . EUGENE A 82 BEAM,DARYL K 55
AGBINDON 24 . JAMES 82 BEAM-FRANCIS 106
ALBANY,CLARENCE H 10 . JOHN 82 BEARD,DEAN R 55
ALEXANDER,ARTHUR B 54 . MR 84 BEATY,LAZAR C 55
. PHILLIP T 54 . MURRAY B 55 BEGGS,ALYCE 51
. ROBERT 0 54 . NELL 76 BELCHER,A P 17
. THOMAS 84 . PAUL G 55 . FREDDIE E 55
. WILLIAM D 54 . PHINETA 82 . LEVY J 55
ALGEO,OR 71 . SYLVANUS REV 82 . WILLIAM E 55
ALLEN,C T 84 BAILEY 30, 106 BELDEN,DAN BISHOP 37
. JAMMIE D 54 BAILEY,FRED E 55 BELK,PAUL R 55
. JOHN W 33 . MARSHALL E 55 BELL,HUGH A 55
. LUTHER 18 . ROBERT S 55 . MARY ANN 30
. NANCY 12 . W T 17 . SARAH WALKER 8
. OLA 18 . WINSTGON C 55 BELLAMY,THOMAS E 55
. W A 12 BAKER,AL 47 BENEDICT,CARROLL S 55
ALSPAUGH,JAMES W 54 . ALERT 55 BENHAM,FRANK J 55
ALT,EUGENE W 54 . HERMON 0 55 BENNETT,CARLOS P 55
AMOS 106 BALD0CK,ERSIE D 55 . CHESTER M 55
ANDERSON,DAVID 0 84 BALDWIN,ISAAC DR 28 . JACOB COFFMAN 33
. EVIT MRS 77 BALLARD 37 . R JOHN 55
. JERRY D 54 BALLARD,CLARENCE 55 BERBER,FRANCIS 84
. JOHN 28 CLIFFORD M 55 BERDEAUX,GARY 16
. LAND 84 BALLINGER,GEORGE 13 BERRY,CLAUDE L 55
. 0 H P 7 MALE 13 . ELDON C 55
. PAYTON 84 BARBOUR 37 . ELLIS 56
ARMSTRONG,HERMAN 54 BARDIN,JUANITA 72 , EPHRAIM A 56
ARNOLD,JAMES W 13 BARLOW,EDWIN P 55 . HARRY W 56
ARTERBURN,HAROLD L 54 . JAMES C 55 . LEON 56
. J H 73 . WILLIAM 12 . MARVIN Y 56
. JAMES F 54 . WOODS R 55 . WILLIAM D 56
ASHCROFT 30 BARNES,MR 7 . WILLIAM F 56
ASHWORTH 106 BARNETT,ANDREW 100 . WILLIAM J JR 56
ATKINS,JOHN A 54 BARRETT 6 BERRYMAN,DAVID A 56
ATKINSON,DAN D 54 BARRETT,THEODORE S 55 BERTRAM,HACK 72
PAULINE MILLER 37 BARRICK,BETTY 69 IRA H 56
ATNIP,JAMES W 54 . CARROLL G 55 BERY,H 22
WILLIAM D 54 . D G 22 BETHEL,HARRIET 13
ATTERBURY,WILLIAM 84 . JOHN D 55 JOHN 13
ATWELL,BOBBY R 54 BARRICKMAN,UHEL 0 55 BEWLEY,CARLOS C 56
BOBBY R JR 54 BARTLETT 30, 106 . CLIFFORD M 56
AUSTIN,RUSSELL H 55 BARTLETT,ROLLIN T 55 . GARY 72:,97
AUSTIN,GEORGE G 54 BARTLEY,GEORGE W 55 . J L 56
. HERSCHELL B 54 BARTON,DAVID 23 . JAMES F 56
. JOE D 54 . DINAH 23 . JOHN M 56
. JOHN B 54 . ELIZABETH 23 . LEE R 56
. JOHN D 54 . HANNAH 23 . LEO 56
. JOSEPH A 54 . ISAAC 23 . ROBERT E 56
AYERS,"WOOD" 73 . JANE 23 BIGGERS,DR 17
. ALMA 73 . JESSIE D 55 . HAROLD C 56
. FLORA 74 -7 5 . JOANNA 23 . LUNSFORD JACK 56
. FLORA JANE WALTHALL 74 . JOHN 23 . ROBERT E JR 56
. GERMAN 75 . JOSHUA 23 BILLINGSLEY,BOBBY M 56
. HENRY UNDERWOOD 73-74 . KE2IAH 23 BINZEL,E H 21
. JEFF 74 . MARTHA 23 BIRD,CORBIT 10
. SHERWOOD 75 . MARY 23 BIRDWELL,LEE G 56
. WILLIAM MARSHALL 73 . SARAH 23 BIRGE 30, 106
. WOOD 74 -75 . SUSANNAH 23 BIRGE,BENTON 116
BACON,DANNY R 55 . VIOLET 23 . HASCAL 115
. DAVID M 55 . WILLIAM 23 . JESSIE 115
. DEXOR A JR 55 BASHAM 73 . NELLIE 115
. JOE M 55 BASHAM,N 22 . TISHIE 115
. WALTER 115 BRIDGEMAN,JEPP E 57 . LANDIS L 58
. ZADIE 115 BRIDGES 30, 106 BURNETT,J W 21
BISHOP,HENRY T 56 BRIDGES,HOMNER W 57 MISS 81
. MARSHALL B 56 . JOSEPH E 57 BURTON,HARDY 82
. ROBERT N JR 56 . MARY 72 W S MRS 18
. ROBERT N SR 56 . RUTH 30 BUSH,CECIL A 58
. S R 21 . WILLIAM C 57 . CLT^RA E 58
BLACKWELL, JO 84 BRITT 81 . CLARENCE M 58
BLAKEMAN,W S 21 BRITT,DAVID A 57 . DENNIS R 58
BOCOCK,ALBERT 12 . PAUL F 57 . LEVY L 58
BOEMAN,RICHARD N JR 56 . ROBERT F 57 BUSTER,CURTIS 10
BOLES,JUDGE M 56 . T S 22 . JESSE R 58
BOND,W R 73 . WENDELL C 57 . RAYMOND W 58
BONNEWELL,MARK W 56 BRITTIAN,HARRY K 57 . ROGER 10
BOONE,DANIEL 42 BROADY 37 BUTLER,EBOLINE 13
BORDERS,L B 18 BROADY,JAMES L 57 . EDMONIA 13
. ROBERT B 56 . JOHN E 12 . FEMALE 12
. ROBERT M 56 . MARSHELL 57 . JOEL 84
BOSTON,EUGENE S 56 BROCK,JOHN A 57 . THOMAS 24
. J P 22 BROCKS,RONDAL L 57 BUTTON,CHARLES H JR 58
. PAYNE 56 BROGAN,BILL G 57 . CHARLIE H 58
BOTTS,A T DR 18 BROOKS,GORDON B 57 . EMMA L 58
. JASON P 56 THOMAS 12 . GLEN M 58
. JERRY A 56 BROWN,CLYDE M 57 BYBEE 76
. JOHN C 56 . DAVID E 21 BYBEE,ARTHUR 0 10
. ROGER E 56 . EDWARD 39 . NANCY 13
. WILLIAM N 56 . JACK A SR 57 . SUSAN 13
BOW,STANLEY P 56 . JAMES 0 57 BYRD,WILLIAM R JR 58
BOWLES,DONALD J 56 . JOHN H 21 CAINAN?,HENRY B 10
. JAMES W 56 . REV 18 CALHOUN,LOGAN E 56
. JERRY C 56 . STANFORD T 57 ROLLY L 58
. MAYNELL 44 . STEPHEN 98 CAMPBELL,ALEXANDER 82
. PAUL E 56 . WILLA 69 . CLARENCE P 58
. WESLEY B 56 . WILLA BEATRICE 38 . ERVIN G 58
. WILLIAM E 56 70-71 . PETER 9
. YERRY J 56 . WILLIAM 26 CARDEN,DR 18
BOWMAN,BILLY 115 . WILLIAM H 57 . MELISSA 18
. CLARENCE G 56 . WM 24 . NAT 17
. CLYDE E 57 BROWNING,SAMUEL 84 CAREY,ROLLIE L 58
. KING A 40 BRUCE 18 CARPENTER,ANDREW 81
BOYD 30,37, 115 BRUMMET,JOHN 84 MISS 81
BOYD,JAMES P 7 BRYAN, CARROLL,GARY L 58
. JAMES R MRS 30 WILLIAM JENNINGS 95 . HAROLD E 58
. ROBERT D 57 BUCKLEY,RAYMOND L 57 . JACKIE L 58
BOYNTER,DAWN 69 STEVEN B 57 . OSCAR L JR 58
BOYTER,JAMES T 57 BULL,JOHN W 57 CARTER 30, 106
ROBERT P 57 BULLINGTON,WILLIAM 84 CARTER,G B 73
BRADBURN 73 BULLITT,THOMAS 42 . H B 21
BRADLEY,BOBBY W 57 BULLOCK,DAISY DUKE 44 . LUCILLE 115
. LESLIE T 57 . GEORGE 44 CARVER,BILLY R 58
. 0 13 . IRIS 44 -46 . M L 10
BRADSHAW,EMMA 81 BUNCH,COY W 57 . WARNER G 10
BRAGG,CHRISTINE 76 . DANNY C 57 GARY 24
EVA 76 . ELROY 57 CARY,JAMES E 58
BRAKE,JOHN E 57 . FLOYD D 57 CASH,JAMES F 58
BRANHAM,RUEL KEITH 57 . JAMES 6 CASTLE,GEORGE 22
BRANNAN,BEVERLY W 30 . LONNIE W 57 CATRON,WILLIAM C 105
106 . LORANZA C 57 CHAMBERS,SAMUEL B JR 58
BRANN0N,MR 8 . MITCHELL 57 SAMUEL C 58
BRANSAN,HEEKIAH 24 . ROY L 57 CHAPELL,
BRANSON 50-51 -52 . WALTER W 57 . WILLA BEATRICE -
BRASSELL,WALTER J 57 . WILLIAM R 57 BROWN 38
BRATTON 26 BURCH,J J 3 CHAPMAN,LEO C 58
BRAUN,PCATIE 106 JOHN R 34 RUTH J 58
BRAY,CHLOE 115 BURCHETT,EVERT 57 CHAPPEL,
. MARY T 115 . ROBERT H JR 57 . WILLA BEATRICE -
. RICH 84 . ROBERT H SR 57 BROWN 71
BREEDING,ELMER 47 BURGESS,CLARENCE B 57 CHAPPELL,
BRENT,ALEXANDER 84 JAMES C 57 . WILLA BEATRICE -
. LINDSY 84 BURKS,HENRY C 12 BROWN 70
. PHEBE 13 . JAMES H 57 . WILLA BROWN 69
CHEATHAM,JOHN S 58 COULER,DENNIS L 59 . JOHN BRENT 3
CHILDRESS,DICK S 58 COURTNEY,JOSEPH E 59 . WILSON GARNETT 3
CHISM,EULAN 56 COURTS,JOHN 28 CURTIS,FIELDING 84
. EWELL 58 ZARILDA 82 JOB 84
. JAMES 58 COX,ALLEN B 59 DANIELS, MRS 18
CHITWOOD,CREED C 8 . ARNOLD B 59 DAVIDSON 77 -78
CHRISTIAN,ALLISON B 58 . DAVID 8 DAVIDSON,G W 12
CHRISTIANSEN,BETTY J 30 . EDWARD 65 . ISAPHENIA 13
CLARK,FRANCIS 84 . ELIZABETH 8-9 . NANCY 30
. GEORGE ROGERS 42 . ELIZE E 8 . WILLIAM R 59
. JOHN 84 . GLADYS 65 . WM 22
. JOHN W 58 . GROVE 65 DAVIS,CADE 84
. SOSAN 84 . ISRAEL 8 . CHARLES R 59
CLARKSON,ROY H 58 . JOHN F 8 . DELBERT E 59
CLASBY,JOHN 84 . JOSEPH 9 . EWELL A 10
WILLIAM 84 . JOSEPH HENRY 8 . GEORGE R 59
CLAYWELL 106 . JOSEPHUS 12 . HARDIN 28
CLAYWELL,AUDREY K 58 . LELAND E 59 . HAROLD W 60
. EDWARD J 58 . LILA MAI 65 . JACKIE N 60
. ELIJAH I 58 . LOUISA WOOD 8 . JAMES E 60
. HURLAN H JR 58 . MARTHA FRANCES - . JAMES L 60
. JAMES R 58 VINCENT 8 . JOE C 60
. WILLIAM R 58 . MARY 8 . JOHN W 60
CLEMMONS,CARREL G 58 . MARY F GASSAWAY 8 . JOYCE P 10
G JR 58 . MILDRED V 8 . LEON 60
CLEMONS,MARY 12 . MOSEL L 65 . PAUL M 60
CLIBURN,R 0 73 . MOSES
CO
1
lO, 63 . RICHARD F 13
W E 73 . NANCY 9 . ROY L 60
CLINTON,ROGER H 59 . NANCY J LARUE 8 . WILLIAM L 60
CLOYD,WILLIAM B 59 . ROBERT J 8 DAVISON,EDWIN 60
COATS,GEORGE T 59 . ROBERT R/J 9 . ROBERT F 60
COBB,T S 21 . SALLY 8 . WALLACE T 60
COCKRILL.J B 22 . SARAH W 65 DAWSEY,BOBBY F 60
COE 108 . SARAH WALKER BELL 8 DAWSON,WILLIAM 49 -50
COE,CARLIE F 59 . THOMAS K 59 DE FRIES,ROBERT L 60
KRISSIE 69 . WENDELL M 59 DEAN,GROVER E 60
COFFEE,JESSEE 24 . WILLIAM E 8 . HESS E 60
COFFEY,GORDON R 59 CRAIN 30, 106 . ROGER 10
COFFMAN,DONALD W 59 CRAIN,DAVID L 2 . WILLIAM T 60
. JAMES C 59 . ELI 2 DECARD,JAMES W 60
. JOE C 59 . MARTHA YANCY 1 DECKARD,FLOYD J 60
COLE 106 . MARY ELIZABETH A. TROY J 60
COLE,JOSEPH 84 . WILLIAM B 1-2 DECKER,WALLACE E 60
COLEMAN,H W MRS 77 CRAWFORD, JT^ES V 59 DEFEVERS,CHARLES M 60
JOSEPH 84 JOHN 17 . JOHN J 60
COLLINS,WILLIAM T 59 CRENSHAW,JAMES 13 . JOHN T 60
COLTER,JEFFERY N 59 . MARY 17 . MARTHA 18
COMBEST,JOE E 59 DELK,AMEL L 60
COMBS,EVERETT 65 CROGHAN,DR 6 . AMEL L JR 60
GARY A 59 CROSS,HERMAN H 59 . JOHN L 60
COMER 106 CROUCH,JAMES J 59 . RALPH D 60
COMER,CHAD 30, 106 CROW,AUBREY F 59 . WILLIAM T 60
COMPTON,CECIL E 59 JAMES W 59 DENHAM,CREED C 60
. DONALD W 59 CROWE,DONALD B 59 . OLLIE L 60
. DOUGLAS 59 ROLLIN L 59 . PETER 84
. GEORGE C 59 CRUMBAUCH, DENNISON,B F 22
. JAMES H 59 JEFFERY D JR 59 . BEN 22
. JOHN WILL 33 CRUMP 30, 106 . GRACE 77
CONYERS,MILDRED A 59 CRUMPTON 30, 106 . JAMES H 60
WILLIAM A III 59 CRUMPTON,LUTHER F 59 . MARVIN 60
COOK,HARRY T 59 CULP,DANIEL 28 . STEVE A 60
. SAMUEL 21 MICH 84 DENNY,ERNEST L 60
. WILLIAM 23 CUMBERLAND,JAMES C 59 . SAMUEL 28
COOKSEY,HENRY 10 CUMMINS,ANDREW 84 DENTON,DAVID 60
COOMBS,MINNIE C 77 CLRENCE C 59 . DAVID SR 40
COOMER,DOUGLAS W 59 CURD,DANIEL TRIGG 3 . EVERETT L 60
COOPER,DABNEY 26 . DANIEL TRIGG JR 3 . F C 21
THOMAS 22 . ELIZABETH MOSBY 3 . JOSEPH D 60
COOTS,BRADLEY W 59 . HAVILAH PRICE 3 . LENNIE R JR 60
COPASS,ELVIN C 59 . HOWARD 3 . RICHARD H 60
CORNWALLIS 40 . HOWARD NEWMAN 3 . SIMON C 60
. T J 22
. WILLIAM F 60
DEPP,ANTHONY W 85
. COLBERT JR 85
. JAMES P 29
. LUCIAN D 85
. NETTIE 70





























































































































. J B 21








. ROBERT L 85
. SANDRA G 30,106
DYER 30,106
DYER,CARLIE L 85
. MORRIS E 85
. WILLIE M 85










. JESSE W 85
. JOHN E 85
. RAY 86




. JAS A 22




. ALEXANDER JR 86
. BOBBY R 86
. HOWARD E 86
. JOE L 86
. KYLE B 86
. ROBERT P 86
. SHED JR 86
. SHED SR 86
. STEVENSON F 86
. TOM B 86
ELLIS,CHARLES M 86
. HENRY 10




. CHARLES M 86
. HARRY E 86
. JAMES C 86
. WARNER W 86
ELSON,EDWARD L R DR 96
EMBERTON,EMMETT A 86
. RICHARD B 86






. JOHN G 12













. T W 80
EVANS,MORRIS A 86
. MORRIS I 86
. THOMAS D 86
. WILLIAM G 86
EVERETT,EDGAR 10,86
. JESSE P 86
- RICHARD DEAN 86
. WILSON 86
. WILSON S 86
EWING,DEAN S 86
. JAMES J 86

















. KRISSIE COE 69












FORREST,JAMES M JR 87
. LYRON E 87





. J B 87
FOWLER,JOSEPH V III 87
FRANCIS 106
FRANCIS,ACY J D 87
. KENNETH W 87
. RICHARD L 87







PAUL M 87 PHILLIP D 88 GREGORY,HURBERT D 89
FREDERICK,CLARENCE W 87 GEISELMAN,RAYMOND F 88 GRrDER,CARL B 89
. JOHN 84 GENTRY,MARGIE 30, 106 . JESSE W 89
. PETER A 87 . W 0 21 . JOE C 89
FREEMAN 37 . WYMAN 88 . LIZZIE W 77
FREEMAN,E J 74 GERALD 30, 106 . MURREL H 89
FROEDGE,CHARLES 0 87 GERALDS,HARLIN B 88 GRIFFITH,JEPSON 84
. EARL H 87 KENNETH R 88 GRIMMER,EDWARD J 89
. ESTE P 87 GIBBONS,DOUGLASS G 88 GRINSTEAD,
. EVERT M 87 . RANDALL J 88 . CHRISTOPHER T JR 89
. FERRELL J 87 . WALDO E 88 . CHRISTOPHER T SR 89
. JERRY K 87 . WALTER J 88 . GEORGE S 89
. ROBERT Y 87 GIBSON,DANNY W 88 . HENRY 28
. WILLIAM T 87 RAY H DR 88 . JAMES D 89
FROGGETT, JUDY 38 GILLIAM,J H 73 . JAMES L 89
FROST,ISAAC 74 GILLILAND,JOHN 84 . JIM D 10
RILEY 74 GILLOCK,HAIDEN 18 . JOHN 84
FUDGE,RICKY A 87 . SCOTT 88 . PHILLIP T 89
FURLONG 81 GILLON,WENDELL R 88 . ROBERT D 89
FURLONG,ANKIE 81 GIPSON,WM 21 . ROBERT HENRY 17
. BILLY E 87 GLASS,DARRELL W 88 GRISHAM,IS 84
. CARROLL E 87 . HERMAN W 88 GRISSOM,WILLIAM H 89
. CHARLES A 87 . LARRY K 88 GROCE,BUFORD 0 89
. DONALD R 87 . LEONARD H 88 . EUGENE A 89
. HANNAH 81 . MARTHA 17 . JOSEPH C 89
. HAROLD G 87 . MICHAEL D 88 GROVES,DANIEL R 89
. JERRY T 87 . STEVEN L 88 GUILFOIL,BOBBY A 89
. LEONARD L 87 . W H 17 GULLEY,RAYMOND E 89
. TRAVIS M 87 GLOVER,ROY H 88 GUM,JOHN 22
GAINES 24 GOAD,JAMES 0 88 HAFLING, JTJDYE 105
GANO,KELLY 17 . LARRY D 88 HAGAN.ALVIN T 89
GANTER,FREDERICK R 87 . PAUL J 88 GERALD W 89
RICHARD D 87 GOODALL,THOMAS 28 HALE,CHARLES R 89
GANT2,DUANE 87 GOODE,GARY K 88 CHARLES T 89
MICHAEL E 87 . KENNETH S 88 HALL,JOSEPH 84
GARDNER, . ROSSIE C 88 . JOSEPH T 89
. FLORENCE EDWARDS 3 GOODEN,MILLARD E 10 . OSIE R 89
. J M 22 GOODMAN,C H 73 HAMLET,CHARLES 82
. WOODFDORD L JR 87 . CHARLES III 88 HAMMER,RALPH W 89
GARMON,LARRY D 87 . FRANCES E 88 . W D 22
GARNETT 106 . JACK T 88 . WILLIAM H 10
GARNETT,ANN 2 . JOE L 88 HANAKER, DR 17
. CATHARINE 12 . MICH 84 HANKING,ROBERT L 89
. CHARLES FREDERICK 2 GOODSON,MARY POLLY 75 HARBISON,DENNIS E 89
. EDWIN W 2 GORBY,LILLIAN 77 KAY 31,105, 106
. JAMES T 30 . SYLVESTER L 88 HARDIN,LARRY W 89
. JERUSHA 13 . THOMAS E 88 HARDISON,JERRY L 89
. JOE 12 GORDON,WILLIAM 88 HARDY 30, 106
. MARY E 2 GORIN,JOHN 28 HARLAN,JOHN B 89
. R E DR 18 . SANDI 34,39, 72, 105 HARLIN 30, 106
. RICHARD 30 GOSSER,CECIL 0 88 HARLOW,E M 22
, RICHARD L 87 MELVIN C 88 . GEORGE V 89
. ROBERT W 30 GOULD,F C MRS 50 . J M 21
. WILLIAM EDO 2 MRS 50 ,52 . JOSEPH S 89
. WILLIAM S 2 GOUND,FRANK MRS 51 . LILNDA 17
. WILLIAM WILSON 2 GOUR,ROBERT A 88 . N 22
GARRET,CLARRIS 77 GRACE,HENRY B 84 . REX D 89
GARRETT,BENNONA E 87 GRAY,JAMES N 88 . ROY W 89
. DEMMON E 88 . SAMUEL K 88 . STAN A 89
. HENRY 0 88 . WILLIAM H 88 . WENDELL H 89
. JAMES H 88 GRAYSON,WILLIAM 84 . WILLIAM G 89
. KENNETH W 88 GREATHOUSE,GEORGE 74 . WILLIAM R 89
. LEO P 88 GREER,ANGUS 18 HARMAN,AUBREY M 89
. OTTIE A 88 . ISAAC 84 HARPER 30, 106
. OTTIE A JR 88 . JOHN 84 HARPER,J W 7
. WILLIAM R 88 . L D 18 HARRIS,IRA C 89
GARVIN,J S 22 . L N 21 . RONALD K 89
GARY,M J 22 . PAUL E 89 . SALLY 76
GASS,THEODORE E 88 . RANDALL R 89 HARRISON 106
GASSAWAY,MARY F 8 . W V 22 HARRISON,DAINE 72
GEARLDS,JONATHAN D 88 . WILLIAM K 89 . JAMES T 89
. MARTHA POWELL 30,72,78 ROBERT L 10 HUTCHERSON 110
79, 103 105 HODGES,BRIAN M 90 HUTCHISON,SCOTT R 91
. RAYMOND 10 . EDMUND 12 HYDE,GILLIE T 91
. ROY L 89 . NANCY 12 ICE,HAROLD V 91
HARROD,JAMES 42 . WILLIAM K 90 IMKIN,ALEXANDER 84
HART(T) 30 106 HOGAN,ARTHUR E 90 IRVIN,AUDIE 115
HART,KENNETH 0 69 . CHARLES M 90 . JAMES 115
NATHANIEL 42 . CLEO C JR 90 . LAWRENCE 115
HARVEY,DANIEL G 90 . GENIE B 90 ISENBERG,JAMES D 91
. JERRY L 90 . JAMES W 90 JAMES H 91
. LONNIE L 90 . JESSE W 90 JACCERS,LONNIE W 91
HATCHER, J B 22 . ROBERT T 90 JACKMAN,J T 91
. JESS N 10 . WILLIE L 90 ROGER G 91
. WILLIAM G 10 HOGUE,WILLIAM J JR 90 JACKSON 30 106
HATCHETT,EARL R 90 HOLEMAN,SIDNEY 110 JACKSON,CARL K 91
. JAMES D 90 HOLLOWAY,JAMES C 90 . CHARLES V 91
. TERRY B 90 HOLMAN,CHARLES T 90 . CLAUDE E 10
HATFIELD,C H 48 . CLEADIS 90 . CLIFTON M 91
. CLARA 48 . ELIZA 18 . GEORGIE J 91
. HETTIE 48 . LOUISA 12 . HAROLD B 91
HAWKINS,PERRY 47 . M H 18 . HARRY 101 -103
HAWKS,DONALD E 90 . PAUL W JR 90 . JAMES C 91
NEAL 90 HOLMES,TOM E 90 . PAUL G 91
HAYDEN,WILLIAM C 90 HOLTON 30 106 . PHILIP C 91
HAYDON,C R 22 HONAKER,H B DR 18 . S THOMAS 91
L B 21 HONEYCUTT,CHARLES B 90 . TERRY 91
HAYES 30, 106 HOOD,PHILIP D 90 . TOMMY 91
HAYES,EVA 115 HOOPER,TIMOTHY Q 34 . W G 22
. MADGE 115 HOOVER,JAMES R 90 . WILLIAM C 91
. RUBY 115 HOPE,ANNIE 115 . WILLIAM R 91
. STAGEY L 90 . CHARLES R 90 JAMESON,GEORGE 28
. TOM 115 . CHLOE 115 GEORGE W 9
. TRAVIS 115 . TOMMY M 90 JEFFREY,JONATHAN 63
HAYNES,JAMES H 90 HOPKINS,EDGAR E 90 JEFFRIES,JUNIOR 0 91
JOHN 26 EDWARD M 90 JENKINS,J M 73
HAYNIE,FRED K JR 90 HORLANDER, JESSIE 106
HAYS,BONNIE BELL 106 NELLE PITCOCK 71 JESSIE,LAWRENCE G 91
. JOSEPH 34 HORNBECK,JAMES L 90 JEWELL,BEN 10
. T L 21 HOUCHENS,BILLY E 90 . DONALD L 91
. WILLIAM D 90 . BILLY R 90 . JAMES P 91
HAZEL,THOMAS D 90 . EARL T 91 . JAMES P JR 91
HEATHER,SARAH J 13 . EARL W 91 . JAMES P SR 91
HELM,MR 7 . J T 91 . NEAL K 91
HELTSLEY,JAMES R 90 . JOD D 91 . STANLEY T 91
HENDERSON,BARNETT 84 . LUCIAN T 91 . THOMAS J 91
. JAMES G 90 . MARK N 91 . WILLIE B 17
. RICHARD 42 . STANLEY W 91 . WOODROW M 91
HENDRICK,JOSEPH 84 HOUCHIN 30, 106 JOBE 106
HERING 30 HOUCHINS,JAMES T 91 JOBE,JAMES R 30 106
HERINGTON,JACOB 84 HOUCK,WANDA 30, 106 JOHNSON 37
HERNDON 30, 106 HOUK,MARTHA 38 JOHNSON,ANN 13
HERRING 106 HOW,RUDOLF 84 . CECIL Q 92
HERRON,DENNIS R 90 HOWARD,LOUIS F 91 . HAROLD T 92
HESTER,S H 22 . ROBERT 115 . HARRY E 92
HICKEY,0 M 6 HUCKABY,JOSEPH 34 . HOLLIS 91
HICKMAN,SALLY L 90 HUDDLESTON,GEORGE T 91 . JAMES L 92
HIGDON,ANDREW 90 OMA L 77 . JANE B 12
. BILL 90 HUFFMAN,J T 91 . LESLIE S 92
. J W 22 LUTHER C 10 . SAMUEL N 92
HIGGINS,A A 18 HUME,DAVID S 91 JOLLY,BRUCE A 92
HIGH,HERFORD W 90 . G T 21 . FRANK P 92
TOMMY 1 . HORRACE W JR 91 . FREDDIE JR 92
HIGHBAUGH, . RAYMOND M 91 . JESSE E 92
ANNIE WADENS 21 HUMPHERY,WILLIAM F 91 . JOE L 92
HILL,ALSEY 84 HUMPHREY,MATILDA 12 . LEONARD W 92
HINDMAN,JAS A 21 HUNT,NANCY J 4 JONES,ANTHONY W 92
HINES/HINDS,SAMUEL 75 . SEWELL 91 . ARMON MRS 77
SAMUEL POAGE 75 HUNTER,ALEXANDER 100 . BRYAN D 92
HOBART,JAMES E 90 ANNETTA 69 . C W 13
HODAN,JOE B 90 HUNTSMAN,JOSEPH 74 . CHADWICK S 92
HODGE,ED 84 HURT,MARTHA J 18 . CHARLES C 92
. CHARLES E 92 . LUCIAN A 107 . WILLIE 108
. CHRISTOPHER B 92 . MALCOLM T 107 LIKENS,JOHN P JR 108
. CLEM 10 . MARGIE 72 WAYNE P 108
. CYNTHIA 13 . SARAH 13 LINCOLLN,ABRAHAM 52,98
. DAVID 24 . WALTER E 107 THOMAS 98
. GARY D 92 KIRBY,LEO H 107 LITERA,JOSEPH 108
. JAMES H 92 KIRGAN,HULAR 76 LITTRELL,ROGER 108
. JERRY E 92 KIRKPATRICK 30, 106 LLOYD,DONALD JR 108
. JOHN 84 KIRN,JAMES E 108 LOCKE 30, 106
. JOSEPH E 92 WILLIAM J 108 LOGSDON,CHARLES W 109
. JOSHUA 23 KNIFFIN,G C 3 . J T SR 109
. MARY 105 KNIGHT,MONTROSE 76 . JESSE A 109
. MARY BRIDGES 30,106 THOMAS 13 . MARIN R 109
. MELVIN C 92 KUZMA,FRANK T 108 LOGSTON,CHARLIE 10
. MICHAEL B 92 LAABS,BERNARD D 108 LONG,A G 105
. MICHAEL T 92 LAICHAS,WILLIAM B 108 . BILLY V 109
. PAUL E 92 LANCASTER,EDGAR D 108 . CARROLL F 109
. ROBT 23 . LUTHER 22 . MARTHA 105
. ROY D 92 LANDERS,VERNON D 108 , OREN W 109
. SI 17 LANDON,KATHLEEN 30 LOVE,CAPT. 7
. STANLEY H 92 LANDRUM,LEROY 108 LOWE,EARL P 109
. STANLEY H JR 92 LANE/LAYNE 76 . J MARK 72
. THOS 23 LANE,JULIA 13 . JAYSON S 109
. V R MRS 77 LARUE,NANCY J 8 . JOHN W 109
. WALLACE C 92 LAUBENSTEIN,DIANA 30 . JUDY NICOLAS 106
. WALLACE E 92 . 106 . VEACHEL R 109
. WILLIAM 99 LAUGHERY 30 LOWREY,JOHN B 24
. WILLIAM T 92 LAWRENCE 106 LUCAS,EMMA M 13
. WILLIS F 92 LAWRENCE,CURTIS E 108 LUSTER,ROBERT R 109
JORDAN,CHARLES E 38 . JOSEPH W 12 LUTTON,JOHN E SR 109
, DAVID R 92 . THOMAS NEWTON 30 LYKENS,LOUIE G 109
. EARL E 92 . VEACHEL M 108 LYLE,KEITH E SR 109
. ELEANOR 69 LAWSON,JOHN E 108 LYON(S) 30, 106
. JAMES E 92 LAYPORT,RICKEY D 108 LYON,FRANCIS J 13
. JEREMY W 92 LEAMON,HERBERT L 108 LYONS,ELMER F 109
. JOHN H 92 LEE,HENRY F 13 . JAMES C 109
. SOLOMON 18 KENNETH H 17 . JOY 16
JUMP,FORREST B 92 LEECH,BRICE 16 . NELSON G REV 51
SUSAN FRANCES 9 . BRICE PETE 108 MACKBEE,JAS 23
KAFSINGER,JACOB 84 . BRICE T JR 108 MADING,WM 24
KANTOR,MARTHA E 107 . JACK R 108 MADRIDAL,ALEXIS C 114
MICHAEL A 107 . JOSEPH C 108 115
KELLER,HELEN 46 LEEPER,JAMES 6 MAGAN,J H 21
KENTON,SIMON 42 MARK H 10 MAGGARD,CARROLL L 109
KESTER,HARRY G 51 LEFTWICH, . GEORGE T 109
KEY,JOHN 10 . EILEEN REYNOLDS 33 . WILLIAM E 109
KIDD,MALRIA 107 . WALER R 108 MAJOR,JACK 47
MAYNELL BOWLES 44 LELAND,FRED 22 MANES,ISAAC 84
KINCHELOE 106 LEMON,STACEY 84 MANIS,BRYON 109
KINCHELOE,AMANDA 17 LESER,MICHAEL D 108 MANSFIELD,LESLIE B 109
. GEORGE 17 LESSENBERRY,JOSEPH. W 108 SAMUEL K 109
. HENRY 10 . R L 10 MARCUM,A B DR 17
KING 18 . ROBERT A 108 MARION,EUGENE L 109
KING,A G 22 LESSENBURY,J 18 MARR,DOUGLASS R 109
. DARRELL K 107 LEO DOUGLAS 18 MARSHALL,FRED E JR 109
. P F 18 LEWIS 30, 106 . FRED E SR 109
. REUBEN 13 LEWIS,A A 73 . REV 7
. REV 17-18 . CHARLIE 47 . SAMUEL F 12
KINGERY,DARYL W 107 . CLARK 17 . WILLIAM J 109
. DOYLE S 107 . CORBIN 108 MARTIN 30, 106
. WILLIAM C 107 . COURTNEY 17 MARTIN,ALVIN L 109
. WILLIAM L 107 . DEAN H 30 . ARTHUR Y 82
KINGREY,HERMAN 107 . E B 22 . CHARLES 12
WILLIAM L 107 . EARNEST A 108 . CHARLES L 110
KINSLOW,BOBBY E 107 . GEORGE 47 . CHARLES T 110
. CHARLES R 107 . JACK E 108 . CLYDE F 109
. CHARLES R JR 107 . JOHN 18 . ED 115
. ELVIS C 107 . JOHNNY E 108 . GARNETT 115
. EMERY G 107 . JOSEPH 18 . GARRETT S JR 109
. HE2ZIE W 107 . LETHEL 108 . GUY 115
. JOHN W 107 . P A 22 . JAMES L 114
. JOHN B4 MITCHELL,DR 6 McCASLlN,PAT 46
. JOHN L 110 . EDWARD D 111 McCONNEL,HENRY 22
. LDCILLE 115 . JOHN T 111 J N 22
. LDMUEL R 110 . JOSEPH H 111 McCOY,OLIVER R 110
. OTIS 10 . MR 7 . PHILIP K 110
. ROGER K 110 . THCM4AS 22 . ROGER J 110
. W T 21 . WILLIAM 13 McCOBBINS,CHARLES E 110
. WILLIAM A 110 MONROE,AARON 13 McCUISTON,FORREST T 110
. WILLIAM L JR 110 P G 21 McDANIEL 106
MASON,JAMES L 110 MONTAGUE,JAMES 84 McDANIEL,FRANK 110
MATHEWS,BEN E 110 MOORE,JOHN MILTON 2 . MIKE 30
. CLIFTON K 110 . MARY 2 . WILLIAM J 110
- JAMES L 110 . ROBERT W 111 McDNIEL 108
, LONNIE H 110 . ROMA E 111 McFERRAN 82
MATTHEWS,BALLARD B 10 . SCOTT W 111 MCGEE,J0HN WHEELER 82
. DODGLAS E 110 MORAN 37 McGLASSON,GARY R 110
. HAROLD T 110 MORAN,LESLIE W 111 LARRY W 110
. JAMES 17 . ROBERT S 111 McGUIRE,GEORGE R 110
. JOHN 28 . THOMAS D 111 . JOSEPH D 110
. JOS W 21 MORGAN,ALMON J 111 . WILLIAM D 110
. MATILDA 12 . DENNIS J 111 McINTYRE,FREEMAN 110
. ROBERT E 110 . EDDIE G 111 MCKINLEY,ROBERT N 110
MATTINGLY,HERB 110 . HADIE D 112 McKINNEY,CHESLEY T 110
HERBERT H 110 . JESSE L 112 . CHRIS A 110
MADJEAN,PAUL F 110 . JOHN HUNT 33 . CLYDE JR 111
MAUPIN,HENRY 13 . LONNIE H 112 . DOUGLAS W 111
. JAMES RANDLES 13 . RAY 112 . ERNEST F 111
MARY 13 . ROBERT L 112 . GLENN C 111
MADRICE B 87 . SILAS 84 . JOSEPH M 111
MAY,AUSTIN L 110 . WILLIAM L 112 . MIKE W 111
. JAMES A 110 MORRIS 29 . MORRIS L 111
. McGARY L 110 MORRIS,BEVERLY J 112 . ROBERT L 111
MAYES,MR 50 . CARROLL R 112 . TOMMY 111
. NORMAN E SR 110 . MAX R 112 . WILLIAM C 111
. THOMAS 50 . OLLIS D 112 MCLEAN,BRYANT 105
. THOMAS H 51 . WILLIAM 84 . DELLA 105
MAYFIELD,EDWARD P 110 . WILLIE 112 . MARTHA L/S 105
. HOWARD B 110 MORRISON, McMURRY 13
. j;^£S 6 . HENRY CLAY REV 95,96 McQUOWN,GEORGE W 111
. JOHN SR 28 . H C DR 97 McREYNOLDS,OPAL MARIE 29
. ROBERT E 114 . ROBERT S 112 McSHANE,WILLIAM F JR 111
MEADOW,JOHN 26 . WILLIE D 112 WILLIAM F SR 111
MEADOWS,JOHN 84 MORTIMER,GEORGE E 112 NANNY,GEORGE 115
HEATHERS,WILLIAM 84 RODALL E 112 WILLIAM 115
MEDFORD,JEFFERY T 111 MORTON,BURNIS E 112 NEAL,AUGUSTINE D 63
MEEK 30,106 JOHN M 112 WILLIAM REV 7
MEEK,C CASEY 111 MOSEY,LETITIA 3 NELSON,GLADE I 76
MERCER,JAMES C 111 MOSS,WILBUR 47 NEVILL,JOHN 5
MEREDITH,JAMES L 111 MOTLEY,J H 73 NEWLAND,ANNAH 13
MERIDETH,JOHNNY 71 KENNETH C 112 NEWMAN,JOE 18
. ROBERT 111 MULLINS,RICHARD 24 SARAH 2
. ROBERT W 111 MURDOCK,BABARA S 112 NICHOLS 37
MERR1TS,H EARL 51 MURPHY,BURL 112 NORRIS,M T 10
METCALF 50-52 . JOSEPH 23 NORVELL,AMANDA 13
METCALFE 51 . WILLIAM 23 NOVASIL,DON 72
MILES,DANIEL 84 MURRELL,JAMES 6 NUCKOLS 106
MILLER 65 MURREY,HARRELL P 112 NUCKOLS,B 18
MILLER,A H 22 MURRY,EDMUND 13 . B K 17
. CARL 31,33 . PLEASANT ANDERSON 33 . SALLIE 17
. DR 18 . S S 33 O'BANNON,JOSEPH 84
. ESTES J 111 MUTTER,EUCLID M 112 O'NEAL,BENNETT 31
. FRED J JR 111 . JAMES F 112 OLIVER,G W 17
. JOHN R 111 . JAMES M 112 . GEORGE WASHINGTON 17
. KENNETH R 115 . JOE L 112 . MARY 17
. KLEBER 7 . ROBERT L 112 OSBURN,DANIEL 84
. LARRY E 111 MYERS,EDWARD B 112 . JONATHAN 84
. LAWRENCE L 111 HARVY 13 . SOLOMON 84
. ROGER J 111 MCAFEE 42 . WILLIAM 84
MILLS,EVELYN 76 McBURRY,EDWARD 84 OWEN 30, 106
MINYARD,MELVIN E 111 SAMUEL 84 OWEN,E F 22
ROGER D 111 McCANN 76 . J J 22
. J p 22 POYNTER,F T 22 . STEPHEN 84
. W T 22 . GEORGE 22 . WILLIAM 30,84
OWSLEY,E K 82 . J B 22 RONE,WENDELL H 41
JUDGE 17 . N L 21 ROOSEELT,THEODORE 44
PA DEN 30 . WILLIS 22 ROOSEVELT,FRANKLIN D 76
PAINE,F H 18 PRESTON,DAVID 21 RUBARTS,LILLIE 76
PALMER,JOHN 84 L W 18 RDBEY,WILL 17
. PHILLIP 84 PRITCHRD,WILL 10 SADERHOLM, KELLY 107
. ROBERT 84 PROCTOR 16 SAMPSON,WILLIAM M 6
. THOMAS 84 PROCTOR,LOUCY ANN 13 SAMSON 29
PALMORE,MAE 115 PUCKETT,r R 15 SANDERS 37
PARDUE,REV 18 T S 22 SANDERS,NOAH PARKER 10
. W H 22 PDRDOM 65 SAM 12
PARIS,ROBERT H 84 PYLE 30 SANDERSON,RICHARD 10
PARISH,MADD 115 QDINN,MR 102 SATTERFIELD,ELI 84
PARKER,CLARENCE 10 WILLIAM M 101 SAUNDERS,ELLEN 84
. J NORMAN 16 RAGLAND,BENJAMIN 84 SCHMITT.FRED 51
. JODIE J 10 RALSTON,COLLIE 10 SCOTT,CAROLYN 38
PARRISH 37 DAVIS T 10 . ERNEST 18
JOSEPH 13 RAPP,ADOLPH 47 . JAMES 21
PATRICK,G W 22 RAY,H A 84 SEARS 106
PAYNE 108 REAGAN,JAMES (JIM) 29 SETTLE,ADALINE B 13
PAYNE,BURWELL 12 REDDING,JOHN M 47 . CAROLINE 13
. FLEM C 4 REDFORD 37 . MARTHA 13
. M 0 FLEM 4 REDFORD,SAM 18 SHACKELFORD 71
. SARAH C 13 REED,LEONARD 84 SHACKELFORD,WILLIAM 10
. WILLIAM 84 RENFRO,JAS 23 SHALLCROSS 82
PEDEN 18, 106 S M 22 SHANK,ELIAS 40
PEDIG0,CLE0N 76 RENFROE 26 SHANKS,NANCY A 12
. ELVIN 47 RENFROE,FRANK W 10 OLIVER 12
. MARGARET 76 REUBEN DR 84 SHARP 30, 106
PERKINS,EVELYN 76 REYNOLDS,EILEEN 33 SHARP,ABSALOM 84
. LOCY MRS 5 . HENRY C 10 SHAW,JOEL 28
. RAY 38 . J D 77 . JOHN 28
PERRIN,W H 3 . JAMES 21 . R W 73
PETERSON,CAROL 37 . MARY JANE 2 SHEPPERD 37
PEYTON,V W 26 . W 22 SHIP,TIM 15
PICKETT,ELIZABETH 30 RHODES,MARTHA "PATSY" 2 SHIRLEY,TIM BRO 97
PINCKLEY,BERRY 84 RICE,MICHAEL D REV 69 ZOLA MRS 76
PIPER,BOB 18 RICH 106 SHOOPMAN,JAKE 17
. MARY ANN 18 RICH,DANIEL 84 SIDES,MR 16
. NANCY JANE 18 . DARRELL 30 SIKES,VITULA 12
PITCOCK,MILVIN 10 . GOODMAN 84 SIMMONS,ANN L 12
NELLE 71 . WILLIAM OSCO 30 JAMES M 41
PLOMLEE, RICHARDSON,FRANCHELLE 29 SIMS,MR 4
. HIESCHNL - RICHEY,ALEXANDER 84 SLAUGHTER 24
(HERSHELL?) 10 . DR 44 SLAUGHTER,ESSIE 51
. R S DR 17-18 ,39 . JAMES 72 SMITH,ARNOLD 10
POAGE,AGNES 75 . NANCE 72 . HOWARD B 10
. BENNETT D REV 76 . NANCY 4-6,80 ,84 . INA5 76
. JANE 75 RIDDLE,BECKY 69 . JILL W 37
. MARY 75 RIGGER,MORGAN L 10 . JOE 37
. MARY POLLY 75 RIHERD,RHONDA 69 . JOHN 84
. MARY POLLY GOODSON 75 RITER.FRED J 10 . Q M 13
. ROBERT 75 RITTER,HORACE 12 . ROBERT MRS 76
. ROBERT III 75 JOHN T 13 SMOCK,A J DR 39
. THOMAS 75 ROBERTS,MR 7 SMOOT,JOHN W 13
. THOMAS GOODSON 75 ROBINSON,CAIN 22 SNEED,SARAH 12
PORTER, DR 18 MR 7 SNODDY,JANE P 12
. EDWIN 47 ROCKHOLT,CHARLES 24 WILLIAM S 12
. R H 18 ROFS,WILLIAM 84 SPACE,WILLIAM 10
. R H DR 18 ROGERS, SPARKS 106
. ROBERT H 47 . ELIZABETH PICKETT 30 SPARKS,JOHN 22
POWEL,MARTHA A 13 . IS 84 SPENCER,ROBERT ERROL 15
POWELL 106 . LDMERTHA "MURTHA" SPILLKAN,R H 18
POWELL,GARY 37 JANE 30 STAPLES,H K 21
. KERSCHELL B IC . MAHULDA "HULDA" 30 . J T 21
. J A 22 . MARY ANN BELL 30 . MARSHALL 21
. LINDA 37 . NANCY DAVIDSON 30 STARKS,LOCINDA MARTIN 2
> R L 18 . SAMUEL R 30 . NANCY ELIZABETH 2
. R S 18 . SARAH ELIZA HARVEY 30 . THEOPHILUS D 2
STATER,? A M 49 . J W MRS 76 . ELLA 81
STEEL,JOHN 84 VANWINKLE,ABRAHAM 24 . GEORGE 22
STEEN,RALPH P 10 VANZINT,EDGAR MRS 76 . JENNIE 81
STEENBERGEN 106 VAUGHN,DANIAL 10 . JOEL 81
STEENBERGEN,TODD 20 VINCENT,MARTHA FRANCES 8 . JOHN 81
WILLIAM 17 VITITO,THOMAS 84 . JOSHUA 81
STEPHENS,NEH 84 WADDELL,TIMMY 72 . MICAJAH 81
STEPHENSON,CLAUDE MRS 76 WADE 6 . MICHJAH E 81
STERRETT,HENRY 12 WADE, . MOLLY 81
MONROE 12 . DOROTHY ELIZABETH 37 . MOLLY EMERSON 81
STEWARD.INS 84 . ELAINE 37 . ZACHARIAH 61
STEWART,MR 7 . EMMA JEAN 37 WHITE,A T 22
STONE,MASTER 102 . GILLIAM PENN 37 . ANGIE 115
. STEVE 101 . HAROLD THOMAS 37 . AVO 115
. WILLROY 84 . JAMES WESLEY 37 . BOY 115
STONER,MICHAEL 42 . MARK 37 . HENRY KIRK 51
SUMMERS,R A 21 . MARY F 12 . ROBERT 22
SUTHERLAND,GEORGE B4 . MARY REBECCA 37 . VIRGIL 22
SUTTON,WILLIAM DR 26 . MIKE 37 . W S C DR 3
SVLAG,LOLA HARTT 30,106 . PATTRNELLEYLEPTOT 47 WHITLOW,JOSEPH D? 10
SWILLANVANT 24 . PAULINE MILLER - LEEPER 10
SWOPE,ALEXANDER 75 ATKINSON 37 WHITNEY,THOMAS 84
JOHN 75 . PRESTON M 47 WHITWORTH,LUDY 84
TAFT,WILLIAM HOWARD 96 . VICKIE 37 WIATT 30
TALBOTT,CRYSTAL B 30 WAGNER,C G MRS 49 WILBORN 30 ,106
106 . CHARLES GARDNER 48 WILCOX,ELLA WHEELER 81
TAYLOR 24,26 . EVERETT 49 WILCOXON,LAURA 12
TAYLOR,HANCOCK 42 . EVERETT DR 48 WILKES 106
. JOHN 84 . GEOGE W 48 WILLIAMS 30 ,106
. JOSEPHINE 84 . NAPOLEON BONAPARTE 48 WILLIAMS,CHARLES W 3
TEMPLE,BDRWELL 84 . PATRICK HENRY 48 . FRANCES W 3
JESSE 84 WALDEN,CHARLES B 10 . GEORGE 21
TERRY,BENNETT W 13 FRED 115 . JACOB L 10
. CHAMPNESS 24 WALDROP,E 22 . L L 73
. CHAPNESS 23 W H 22 . MARY 77
. JOHN A 1 WALKER,JAME 84 . W H 21
. W SAMUEL IV 14 ,20,39 JOSEPH 84 . WILLIAM T 3
47,69, 69, 72 105 WALLACE,ANIALS 84 WILLIAMSON,GUS 18
THOMAS 37 WALROBE,REECE 84 WILLIE EMERY 18
THOMAS,E A 73 WALTHALL,B M 73 WILLISON,HATTIE 2
EPH 73 . FLORA JANE 73-74 WILLIAM 2
THOMASSON,ANN 13 . LOUISE F 73 WILLOUGHBY,GORDON 74
THOMERSON,WYLY W 10 . STELLA 73 WASH 73
THOMPSON 30,106 WARE,CYNTHIA 30,106 WILSON 30 ,106
THOMPSON,E PORTER 3 WARNELL,NORMAN 16
. ED PORTER 110 WASHINGTON 40
. JOHNNY 34 WATERS,BETTY 13
. LEWIS 3 WATSON,W M MRS 17 WILSON,ANNIE F 33
. SHELTON W 6 WAUGH 30,106 . CHARLES 3
TOLLE,HORATIO N 12 WAYNE 40 . CHARLES R 2
J S 22 WEBB,WILLIAM 39,84 . CHARLES ROBERT 2
TORNTON,MILES 10 WEBSTER 30,106 . EARL M 3
TRABUE 6 WEBSTER,MICHAEL 30 - ELIZABETH 1-2,33
TRABUE,HUSTON 13 WELLS 30,106 . ELIZABETH S 3
TRAUTMAN, WELLS,PAUL D 10 . EMMA D 1,3
RHONDA RIHERD 69 W 22 . FANNY M 3
TRIGG 29 WELSH,THOMAS 84 . FRANCES M 3
TRIGG,AGGY 13 WEST,ELIZABETH 12 . J Y 21
. BARNEY 13 WHEAT,FRED 10 . JAMES 1-2
. MAIDEN 28,47 . LEANDER R 10 . JAMES JR 1-2
. RICE BALLARD 47 WHEELER, . JAMES T 1-2
TRIMBELL,J J 22 . "CAPTAIN JOSHUA" 81 , JEREMIAH 1
TUBBS,ELIJAH 84 . AMERICA 12 , JOHN 33
TURNER 5 ,11,37 . BEN 81 . JOHN B 1-2
TURNER,LINSEY 10 . BETSEY 81 . KATHRYN 2
W C 21 . BILLIE 81 . KATIE 3
TWITTY,JOHN 84 . BOND 81 . LIZZIE S 1/3
TWYMAN,NED 13 . BURTON K 81 . MARGARET P 1
UTTERBACK,BILL JR 66 . CHARLES M 81 . MARTHA 1
. 113 . DVID 81 . MARTHA YANCEY 2























































































Books For Sale By the Society
Barren County Cemeteries. Beard & Leech, Editors. Hardbound. $30.00 plus $4.00 S&H
Barren County Heritage. Goode & Gardner. Editors. Hardbound. $30.00 plus $4.00 S&H
Barrens: The Family Genealogy of the White, Jones, Maxey, Rennick, Pope and
Kirkpatrick Families, Related Lines: Emery H. White. $19.00 plus $3.00 S&H
Biography of Elder Jacob Locke by James P. Brooks. $5.00 plus $1.00 S&H.
Goodhope Baptist Church (now Metcalfe County), Peden. 1838-1872. $8.00.
Historic Trip Through Barren County. C. Clayton Simmons. Hardbound. $22.50 plus $3.00
S&H
Little Barren (Trammel's Creek) Baptist Church, (now Metcalfe County), Peden. $$8.00
Mt. Tabor Baptist Church. By Church committee. $12.50 plus $2.00 S&H
Pleasant Run Church, McFarland's Creek 1827-1844. Peden. $8.00.
Stories of the Early Days. Cyrus Edwards by his daughter. Hardbound. $22.50 plus $3.00
S&H
Then and Now. Dr. R. H. Grinstead. $2.00 plus $1.00 S&H.
Times of Long Ago. Franklin Gorin. Hardbound. $15.00 plus $3.00 S&H.
1879 Beers & Lanagan Map of Barren County. 24x30 laminated cardstock, black & white.
Landowners shown, community inserts. $10.00 plus $3.75 S&H






Mail to: South Central Kentucky & Historical Society, P. O. Box 157, Glasgow, KY 42142-0157.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION










Enclosed is my check/money order in the amount of $ for membership in the
Society. Dues received before January 31^^ of each year will insure that you name is on
our mailing list of "Traces" for the first issue of the year. If received after that date, you
will be mailed your current issue and all back issues due you at that time. PLEASE
NOTIFY US OF ADDRESS CHANGES!
Regular Membership $15.00
Family Membership $18.00 (one copy of "Traces")
Life Membership, under age 70 $150.00
Life Membership, over age 70 $100.00
Thank you for your support!
Mail this application and dues to:
South Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Society
Post Office Box 157
Glasgow, KY 42142-0157
GENERAL INFORMATION
MEMBERSHIP is open to anyone interested In the history of the South Central Kentucky area,
especially Barren County. Annual dues are $15.00.
TRACES. The Society's quarterly publication is received by ail members. It is published
seasonally; Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter. Members joining during the year will receive
the past issues of that year in a separate mailing.
CONTRIBUTIONS are earnestly solicited. Family genealogies, marriages, Bible records, will and
probate, cemetery, court and other records are all acceptable. You will be listed as the
contributor.
EXCHANGE of Traces with other Societies or publications is acceptable and welcome.
BOOKS to be reviewed in Traces must be sent with information as to the cost, including
postage, from whom the book may be obtained. They become the property of the Society
library. Books should have Kentucky interest. Reviews will be published as space permits.
MEETINGS are held monthly, except November and December (unless otherwise advised), at
the Mary Wood Weldon Library, 1530 South Green Street, Glasgow, KY., on the 4**' Thursday
of each month at 6:30 p.m. Some special program may be held at other locations and local
newspapers and media will be informed. Interesting and informative programs are planned
for each meeting and your supportive attendance is always welcome.
BACK ISSUES of Traces are available. Our supplies of the following are gone: Vol. 1, Nos. 1-4
(1973); Nos. 1-4 (1974); Vol. 4 (197); Vol. 5, No. 1 (1977); Vol. 3, Nos. 1 and 4 (1981), Vol. TO,
Nos. 1 and 2 (1982); Vol. 12, No, 2 (1984). All others can be purchased as long as the supply
lasts at $4.00. Back issues will be mailed at our regular quarterly meetings.
CORRESPONDENCE of any type that requires a reply must contain a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Address to; South Central Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Society, P. O. Box
157, Glasgow, KY. 42142-0157.
BOOKS AND MATERIALS of a genealogical nature that you no longer need - would you
consider donating them to the Society? They will be preserved for other researchers and are
deeply appreciated. Contact the Editor, Sand! Gorin, 205 Clements Ave., Glasgow, KY 42141-
3409 or sgorin@glasgow-kv.com
SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY HISTORICAL
& GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY
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